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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT STARTS

Two Thousand Miles Travel, Which
cludes Leading States of South
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NEW ORLEANS WILL NOT BE OMITTED FROM LIST

EDITOR

Reception Was Everywhere Enthusiastic Along Entire Line
to Richmond, Virginia, and There it
Knew no Bounds.

Report Not Correct That Former Comptroller Jordan
British Officers Had
. Cannot be Found and
:
Been Released.
McCurdy

ADDRESS DELIVERED IN CONFEDERACY'S FORMER CAPITAL

BANK

Washington, D. C, Oct. 18. President Roosevelt and a party of more
than twenty, Including Secretary Loeb,
a number of clerks, stenographers,
and secret service men .started from
here this morning, on an extensive
tour through the south, which will
probably break all previous lecords
lor touring in President Roosevelt's
strenuous career. According to the
program for the trip, President Roosevelt will cover about two thousand
miles In about ten days, which means
about two hundred miles a day, including stops, delays and actual traveling. The entire railroad trip will
be In charge of the Southern Railway,
which has made the most careful preparations to prevent anything from Interfering with the prompt and speedy
movements of the President's special
train and to Insure Its safety at all
times as much as human efforts can
make It.
President Roosevelt began his tour
of the south at 8:30 this morning.
The departure from Washington was
without incident. As the president
alighted from bis carriage at the side
entrance to the train shed, he assisted Mrs. Roosevelt out and then smiled and raised his hat to the half hundred spectators who had gathered to
see his departure.
Just before the
train moved out, the president stepped
from the observation room to the rear
platform of his car and Bmilingly
bowed acknowledgment to the flutter
of handkerchiefs of the crowd. Special
train, consisting of a private car, a
baggage car, two sleepers, a dining
car, and a powerful locomotive, stood
ready In the station, when the president arrived.
In accordance with his custom,
he shonk hands with the engineer and
the other members of the tiain crew,
and cordially greeted the representative of the Southeru Railway, under
whose direction the tour will be. At
8:30 o'clock, sharp, the, signal was
given and the train r.olled swiftly out
of the station, while the crowd cheered
and the president, standing on, tie
back platform, smilingly waved his
bat.
The itinerary of the president's tour
has been carefully planned to enable
the president to cover as much ground
as possible with the least Inconvenience during the short time at his disposal. The prevalence of yellow fever
in some of the districts which the
president intended to visit on his tour
made It rather difficult to arrange
matters in a satisfactory manner, hut
the determination of the president,
his utter fearlessness and the hopeful
conviction of the authorities of the
yellow fever towns, that things could
be so arranged as to minimize the
president's
danger from infection,
made it possible to overcome all difficulties which threatened to interfere with the carrying out of toe original plans for the trip. The president's itinerary Includes stops of varying length In the following towns in
Richmond, Va,;
the order given:
Raleigh, N. C; Durham, Greensboro,
High Point, Charlotte, Hoswell, Oa.,
Atlanta, Macon, Jessup, Jacksonville,
Fla., St. Augustine, Mobile, Ala.,
Montgomery, Birmingham,
tie Rock and New Orelans.
At Roswell, Oa., President Roosevelt will visit Bulloch Hall, the childhood and girlhood home of his mother,
and the place where she was married
to the president's father, hiany yeai s
ago. In Little Rock, the president's,
party will be divided; only the president and Secretary I.oeh will continue their trip to New Orleans, while
the rest of the party will return to
Washington.
The president expects
to arrive In New' Orleans at 9 o'clock
ou the morning of October 2,th, and
to go on hoa.d of the cruiser which
will take him back to Washington, at
C
o'clock the same evening. It is not
probable that any material change in
the schedule will be made.
--
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city council and many city and county
officials weie at the station to receive and welcome the president. After a short and Informal trreeting and
handshaking all around, the president,
Secretary Loeb, Governor Montague,
and Mayor McCarthy took seats in a
cariage, while the other members Of
the president's party an! the members
of the reception committee weie disThe
tributed in other carriages.
starting of the president's carriage
gave the signal for the starting of the
parade, which had been formed in
line, ready to start, immediately upon
the arrival of the president. Platoons
of armed and mounted howitzers
tormed the military escort, while a
gentleman's guard on horseback formed a cordon around the carriage.
Headed by the president and his party
the procession moved through tne
principal streets of the city to the
Jefferson Hotel, where the president
stopped for a short rest. All afternoon the stieets were crowded with
people and never before has there
been such an enormous number of
visitors In this city.
The parade was a great success. At
several points along the route tne
school children of the various schools,
white as well as black, were massed,
each child carrying a small American
flag. The children frantically waved
their flags when the president rode
past in his carriage. He seemed delighted with the spectacle and never
tired of showing his appreciation.
Later in the afternoon there will be
a mass meeting In front of the speakers' stand erected for the purpose, and
many thousands will be there to hear
the address of the president. A mtrss
chorus of school children, under the
direction of Mr. Mercer, will sing the
national anthem as ah introduction to
the president's address. He will be
introduced by Governor Montague.
The president and his party will leave
Richmond at 7 o'clock this evening,
and will reach Raleigh, N. C, his next
stopping place, at 1 o'clock in the
morning.

ELOQUENT

MAKES GALA
DAY OF THE OCCASION.
Richmond. Va., Oct. IS. Today will
be a memorable day in the history
of this city. Never before has this

city been so thoroughly aroused and
enthused over any event as it has been
over the visit of President Roosevelt,
who arrived here for a few hours'
stay, shortly after noon. Never
has this city bot-- so profusely
decorated and never have the citizens
shown greater enthusiasm than they
did today over the arrival of the chief
magistrate.
The day was generally observed as
holiday. All public and private schools
were closed, as were all public offices, banks and nearly all business
houses. The city presented a beautiful bight. Nearly every house In town
was decorated with flags and the principal streets, like Main, Broad and
Fifth, as well as many of the "cross
streets, were perfect bowers of flags.
Flags were in evidence everywhere.
They waved from every flagola In
town, burg from windows, roofs and
wires stretched across the streets.
Even tlie street cars were decorated
wi:ii flans, and the fionts of hundreds
in the business part were
of
richly i,ui tastefully draped with
large flavis and buting.
When the train, bearing the president and his party, arrived, at 12:30
p. in., it was greeted by the bhreiklng
of the steam whistles, the clangkig
of bells and the enthusiastic cneers
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The Task Confronted.

war-swe-

OF THE PRESIDENT
I truBt I need hardly Bay how groat
in my pleasure at HpeukliiK in thin histor.
ic capital of your hiBturic state; the

state than which no other has contributed a larger proportion to the lea Jerntilp
of the nation; tor on the honor roll of
those Amerieun worthies whose grcat-neis not only for the age but for all
time, not only for one nation but for all
the world, on this honor roll "Virginia a
name stands above u others. And In
greeting all of you, 1 know that no one
will grudge my saying u special word of
acknowledgment to the veteratiB of the
civil war. A man would Indued be but
a poor American who could without a
thrill witness the way in which, in city
alter city In the north as In the south,
H
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seek authority from congress to refund to Miss Alice Roosevelt whatever money may be collected from
her in the way ot duties when she
;
returns.
This course is prompted by what
he considers the Injustice of the law
in her special case. He points out
that the presents were not only solicited, but she had' no desire to receive
them. She was compelled to do so,
however, or else give offense to those
who offered them and thus make enemies for her country.
SECOND CONTEST FOR
DEWAR RACING TROPHY.
New York, Oct. 18. Everything is
in readiness for tbe second racing

contest for the Sir Thomas Dewar
trophy, which is to be run on the
Coney Island boulevard today, under
the auspices of the Long Island Automobile club. The entries are numerous and Include a number of the foreign competitors who took part in
the race for the anderbllt cup a few
days ago.
AMERICAN

18.

DOESN'T

New
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York,
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KNOW
18.

ANYTHING

There was

orrhages. The physicians have abao- side, and James M. Peck, acting for
lutely ilo hope, and believe that the McCurdy, president of the Mutual Life
next hemorrhage will cause death.
Insurance.
IlecK protested that Hughes had freFORMER PROMINENT NEWSPAPER MAN DEAD. quently led up to points which gave
Hartford, Conn., Oct. 18. Thomas the newspapers opportunity "to put
Mills Day, formerly editor and pro- ugly imputations against McCurdy,"
prietor of the Hartford Courant, died
and that Hughes would then drop the
last evening. He was the father-in-laof Charles J. Bonaparte, secre- Inquiry before McCurdy had opportary of the navy.
tunity to explain.
'
Chairman Armstrong said Beck
NOT RELEASED YET, BUT
i could make requests or suggestions to
HOPEFUL THEY WILL BE. Hughes privately or to
the commitTangier, Oct. 18. The report that tee, but that the committee Intended
capwere
who
officers
the two British
to carry out its purposes to make lif
tured by Moroccan tribesmen, had insurance safer, and did not desire
favorable
untrue,
roleasvd,
but
been
is
tbe work to be obstructed. The comdevelopments are hoped for soon.
mittee wanted all helpful information
it could gqt.
BANK
AN ALLEGHENY
Hughes then Bald that if he had errFAILS WITH TWO MILLIONS.
ed nt all It had been by showing coup- 1").
18.
The tesy when circumstances
Washington,
C, Oct.
Justified
bank at Alle- other measures.
Kntei prise National
witness who
a
gheny, Pa., cloned It doors today by gels himself into "The
position,"
fu.se
he
direction of the comptroller of the
currency, upon the report of the fed- said, "has only himself to blame."
was brought out that Thebaud
. It
eral bank examiner that the bank was was
in charge of the department of
Inanli'iint
Tho nunhWir Vinjl rnniTllit
'
e exceptional
ted suicide. The bank was estabtho1 large risks before be became partner.
ivTrt o.i .n,nrrfinD
nh..statement,
It owed depositors the
last
"executive special" department. Spesum of $2,100,000.
cial books were kept for the department, and the witness thought that
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
any Interest in the business, which
1 neoaua
migot. nave, was on ine reg- - .
nene lntKEular
commission basis. He did not
MULlxnuLULKJ Tticnd
know, however, that Thebaud. did i
any interest. McCurdy aai4
v,,
to
in rw iq
ay that never in the history of Ara-- i he tdl no know that tbta AtulneM
turned over to C. H Raymond
rli:n railway companies has tho a,.1 wa
& Co. wheu Thebaud entered that
li u til nieeting of a railroad company
been as well attended by bona flde firm.
Satockholden as the annual meeting More Know Nothings Encountered.
Frank B. Jordan, son of Thomas D.
of the Illinois Central railway, whicn
1s held here today.
Other railroad Jordan, former comptroller - of tne .
Equitable. Life Assurance society, was
companies, as a rule, have always
their stockholdets, particu- the first witness before the legislalarly those holding ouly a few small tive investigating committee today.
shares, from attending tbe annual From him efforts were made to learn
meetings, and most ot the stock was the whereabouts of his father. Hughes
voted by proxies. The directots of wished to question Jordan, Sr., about
the Illinois Central, however, desired a mysterious loan of $H85,000 made
Jordan to James W. Alexander,
that as many stockholders as possible by
of the Equitable.
'should attend the meeting ti prson. former president
and to that end offered free transpor- Jordan said he had not seen his father
tation over its lines to all holdeis tf since September 4, and did not know
one or more shares to Chicago and where he was.
McCurdy was then recalled to the
return. It is believed that other railroad com pantos will he compelled to stand. He declared that he knew no-thing whatever about several vouchImitate this example In the future.
ers, amounting to thousands of dollars, drawn. In favor of several perAMERICAN COUPLE ARE
MARRIED rN PARIS. sons for alleged legal advices. Also
Paris, Oct. 18. Ernest A. 'Wiltsee that he knew nothing of the advertisof iNew York, a wealthy young society ing contracts ot the company.
man, who owns valuable gold and
silver mines in California and Mexico, FREE SUFFRAGE WANTED
j FOR MAINE WOMEN.
and Miss Emily Stuart Taylor, daughter of the late Stuart Taylor, and a Old Orchard, Me., Oct. 18. The anniece of Mrs. Pierre Lorlllard, Sr., nual convention of the ."alne" Woman's
were married here today in the pres- Suffrage association opened here toence ot a number of their American day with a large attendance, reprefriends. After a short wedding trip senting every part of the state. Many
in Europe the young married couple prominent speaKers have been engaged to address the convention.
will, make their home In New York.

.fJhave

Washington, D. C, Oct. 18. SecreLake Mohonk, N. V., Oct. 18. The
23d annual meeting of the Lake Mo- tary Shaw said yesterday that an ofhonk Conference of Friends of the fer will be made to the president to

Indian and Other Dependent People,
met he.e today for a tnreq days' session. John I). Long, tormerly Secretary of the Navy, who will preside at
the meetings of the conference, opened the session today with a highly interesting address, in which he gave
a resume of the progress made during the past year. Many interesting
matters connected "with the present
conditions of tbe North American Indians, the Filipinos and tbe natives
of Porto Rico and Hawaii will be thoroughly discussed duiing the three
days of the session. Francis E. Leupp,
commissioner of Indian affairs;
James 8. SbermaB of New
York, chairman of the committee on
Indian affairs in the house of representatives, and S. M. McC'owan, superintendent of the Chillocco Indian
school will be among the speakers
on Indian topics. Philippine conditions will be presented by Prof. Jeremiah W. Jenks, the Cornell economist;
President Elmer H. Hryan of Franklin college, foimerly superintendent of
education In the Philippine Islands;
General Frederick Dent urant, U. S.
A., and Kobert Lincoln U Hrieu of
Washington. Porto Klco and Hawaii
will also be representel by distingAiming those lu
uished authorities.
attendance are many distinguis'hed
iscientl.sts,
churchmen,
politicians,
'economists, military men and e
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The future of the broken,
south seemed beyond hope, and if her
sons and daughters had been of weaker
fiber there would In very truth have
been no hope. But the men and the
sons of the men who had faced with unfaltering front every alternation of good
and evil fortune from Manassas to Appomattox, and the women, their wives
and mothers, whose courage and endurance had reached an even higher herolo
level these men and these women set
themselves undauntedly to the great
task before them. For twenty years the
struggle wub hard and at times doubtful. Then the splendid qualities of your
manhood and womanhood told, as they
were bound to tell, and the wealth of
your extraordinary natural resources began to be shown. Mow the teeming riches of mine and field and factory attest
the prosperity of those who are all the
stronger because of the trials and struggles through which this prosperity has
come. You stand loyally to your traditions and memories) you also stand loyally for our great common country of today and for. our common flag, which
symbolizes all that is brightest and most
hopeful for the future of mankind; you
face the new age In the spirit of the age.
Alike in your material and in your spiritual and intellectual development you
stand abreast of the foremost In the
world's progress.
Problem of the Future.
And now, my fellow citizens, my fellow Americans, exactly us all of us,
w hether w e live In the' east or the west,
in the north or the south, have the right
merely us Americans to feel pride in every great deed done by any American In
the pust.' and exactly as we are knit together by this common heritage of
so we are knit together by the
bond of our common duties in the future. Many and great problems are before ns. If we treat the mighty memories of the past merely as excuses for
silting lazily down in the present, or for
standing aside from the rough work of
ihe world, then these in. onirics w ill
prove a curse instead of a hlosshig. Hut
if we treat them as I believe we shall
for inaction,
treat them, not as
but as Incentives to make us show that
we are worthy of our fathers anil of our
fathers' fathers, then In truth ihe deeds
u wasted,
of the past wMI not have
for they shall bring forth fruit a hund-divfold In the present generation. We
of tins nation, we the citizens of this
iniKbty and wonderful republic, si retelling across a continent between the two
greatest oceans, enjoy extraordinary
Is
privileges, and as our opportunity
gieat, therefore our respuinilulliy is
great. We have duties to perform both
abroad and at home, and we cannot
shirk either set of duties and fully retain our self respect.
Foreign Affair to Meet.
In foreign affairs we must make up
our minds that whether we wish it or
not, we are u great people and must
play a great part In the world. It Is not
open to us to choose whether we will
plav that great part or not. We have to
plav It; all we can deckle Is whether we
shall plav It well or III. And 1 have too
much confidence In my countrymen to
doubt what tho decision will be. Our
mission In the world should be one of
peace, but not the peace of cravens, the
peace granted contemptuously to those
who purchase
it by sui r. mb ring the
right. No! Our voice must be effective
for peace because it is raised for right- eousnesa first ami for peace only us a
handmaiden of righteousni ss. We n.ust
he scrupulous In respecting the rights of
the weak, and mi less careful to make it
evident that we do not act through fear
of the strong. We must be scrupulous In
doing Justice to others and scrupulous
We
In exacting Justice for ourselves.
must bewure equally of that sinister and
cynical teaching which would persuade
us to disregard ethical standards In International relations, and of the no b ss
hurtful folly which would stop the whole
work of civilization by a well meant but
sidy persistency in trying to apply to
peoples unfitted for them those theorbs
of government
and of national uctlon
which are only suited for the most advanced races. In particular we must
remember that In undertaking to build
the r. in. una canal we have necessarily
Ullderlaken to police the seas at either
end of It; and this means that we have a
peculiar interest lii the preservation of
order in the coasts and Islands of the
that by a
t'aribbean. 1 firmly
little wise and generous uld we cult help

SUICIDES

CASHIER

Kan.,

DIES AND GETS

Jerry Simpson had several sharp passage at arms in 'the insurhours' sleep last night. When he ance investigation today, between
awoke this morning he wanted to talk
ut the attendant would not allow Chairman Armstrong, of the committhis, as any exertion brings on hem- tee, and Counsel Hughes, on the one

PENDENT PEOPLE

well-bein-

ADDRESS

ou every public occasion, the men who
wore the blue and the men who wore tbe
gray now' march and stand shoulder to
shoulder, giving tangible proof that we
are all now in lact as well as in name a
reunited people, a people Infinitely richer bec.lUhe of ihe priceless memories icl'l
to all Americans by. you men who fought
in the great war. Last Memorial day I
spoke in Brooklyn, at the unveiling of a
statue of a northern general, under the
auspices of the Grand Army of the
and that great audience cheered
every allusion to the valor and tielf
of the men who followed l.ee us
hearitly us they cheered every allusion
to th.. valor and self-d- e
otion of the
men who followed tjrant. The wounds
left by the great cnil war have long
healed, but Its memories remain. Think
of it. oh, iny countrymen, think ol tin.
Kiod fortune that is ours! That whereas every oiher war of modern tunes has
b ft feelings of rancor and bitterness to
keep asunder the combatant.-our great
war bus left to the suns and
of the men who lought, on whuhexer
Mdu they fought, the saine right to feel
the keenest pride in the great deeds alike
id' the men who fought on one side and
of the men who fought on the other.
The Victories of Peace.
The proud
ice.
the resolute and daring courage, the high and
sleadi.ist dcolion to the right as each
man saw it. whether
hoithcrncr or
southerner, these qualities lender all
Americans forever as di I. tors of those
who in the dark days from til to U0 proved their truth by their
Here
around Lichmoud, here in your own
state, there lies battlefield after battlefield rendered forever memorable by the
men who courted death us but a little
thing when weighed in the balance
against doing their duty as it was given
them to see it. These noil have bit u
of the younger generation not merely
the memory of what they did in war.
but of what they did in peace. Foreign
observers predicted that when sin h a
great war closed it would be impossible
lor the hundreds of thousands of combatants to return to the paths of peace.
They (indicted ceaseless disorder, wild
turbulence, the uiteration of unan by
and despotism. Hut the good sense and
of the average American
citizen lalsilied these prophecies.
The
great armies disbanded and the private
in the ranks, like the officer who had
commanded him, went back to take up
the I breads of his life where be had
dropped them when the call to arms
came. It was a wonderful, a marvelous
thing. In a country consecrated to peace
with but an infinitesimal regular army,
to develop BO iUlekly the l.sge h.ists
which confronted one another between
tie- James and the I'oti.mac and along
the Mississippi and Its tributaries. Ilul
it was an even more wonderful, an even
nil. ie m, .rv Inns thing, how these great
hiMS. once their Work dune. resolved
theiiiM lvts Into a general fabric of the
nation.
Heroism in Daily Life.
Ireat thoagh the meed of praise Is
which is due the south for the soldierly
valor her Buns displayed during the four
years of war. 1 think that even greuter
praise Is due to her for what her people

x

felt

OWNER

greHtmian

have accomplished In the forty years of
piace which followed. For forty years FR1ANDS OF DE- PROPOSAL TO
,
the south has made not merely a courageous, but at times a desperate struggle, us she has striven for moral and
ASK CONGRESS
Her success has
material
been extraordinary, and nil citizens of
our common country should feel Joy and
pride in It; for any great deed dune, or
uny fine qualities shown, by olio group Meaning Indians,
Filipinos, That Import Duties be Reof Americans, of necessity reflects credOnly a heroic
it upon ull Americans.
people could have battled successfully
Porto
Hawaiians
mitted to Miss Roosevelt
against the conditions with which the
people of the south found themselves
Who Could Not.
face to face at the end of the civil war.
Ricoans.
There had been utter destruction and
disaster, and wholly new business and
social problems hud to be faced with the
scantiest means. The economic and po- MEET AND INTERCHANGE VIEWS REFUSE THE TH.NGS GIVEN HER
litical fabric had to be readjusted In tho
midst of dire want, of grinding poverty.

self-hjo-r-

RICHMOND

FAILS,

Wichita,

of the thousands assembled in front
of the station.
Governor Montague,
Mayor McCarthy, tho members of the

AND

GAS MEN

MEET IN CONVENTION.
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 18. The annual convention of the American Gag
Lighting association met here at the
Masonic building, with about tmO members, representing njany every state
la the union, in attendance.

STATEHOOD MATTER HAS BEEN
ALREADY CUT AND

DRIED.

FRIGHTFUL STORM DEVASTATES
CENTRAL ILLINOIS KILLING MANY
yt. Louis, Oft. IS A tornado struck
tho village of Sorento, 111., thirty-twniikn northeast of St. Louis, last
niylit, killing four persons. Injuring
thirty-livothers, of whom three will
probably
die, and doing a great
amount of damage. Kihty houses
ewre blown to atoms an carried far
from their foundations. Kverything in
the track of tbe tornado was swept
away. The dead ure Mrs. Thomas
File, Mrs. Wyi. Stewart, Win. Mann
and Harrison Mann
I

wrecked Sorento deluged Alton, 111.,
where there was a cloudburst. St.
Louis suffered from a terrific thunder storm.
Grafton, fourteen miles
distant, was deluged and its main
street was three feet under water.
Ten miles north of Alton, tho Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis train met a
washout and plunged into a ditch.
The cars contained horses and cattle,
many of which were drowned. The
train crew escaped by swimming. It
is believed that several tramps were
drowned.

COURT PROCEEDINGS COVERING

THREE VERY INTERESTING CASES

Joint Statehood

For

New

or Nothing.
Leaders of Both Houses of Congress are
Outspoken in Their Convictions.
Mexico

If Congressman James A. Tawney, of Delegate Andrews and his Pennsylof Minnesota, when he arrives here to- vania friends, who realized that If Okmorrow morning at 11 o'clock, will! lahoma, oneo pushed by the barrier
speak out what be knows about the! placed between the territories and
possibility of statehood for New Mex- - stateuood l.y eastern Benators antagto any additional western
ico and Arizona, he will say that it onistic
will lie Just one of two things it will ftatts, the cause of New Mexico and
be either Joint statehood or no state-- 1 Arizona would be a lost cause. Senahood at all, for the southwest terrl-- j tor Heveridge, who championed the
torles, at least. And Mr. Tawney will cause of Oklahoma as being admitted
say that If Congress does not hand to statehood alone, pronounced the
New Mexico and Arizona Joint state-- ! action of Senator Andrewin this mathood, these territories will be doomed' ter ai uuique. The gentleman from
to remain In their present embarrass-- j Indiana displayed much antipathy In
Ing condition for many years to come.! speaking of the action of the delegate-' It is the policy
of the present. elect from New Mexico.
Hut Mr. lteverldge Is now In favor
United States administration to make
this government one grand union of of Juin' statehood for all the terristates from north to south and from tories or no statehood for tho southeast to west, eliminating Alaska and! western territories, and from his posithe other iogregatod provinces, which, tion as chairman of the senate comwill douUless never bo given repre-- mittee on territories, 'ne wields a powgentation. Hut It is also the policy erful Influence for or against. Mr.
of the present United Slates govern-- j Heveridge is outspoken for Joint state-boo.- !.
ment to suppress the number of west-- j
When Mr. Tawnpy arrives here toem states, and under no circumstances
could a single statehood measure be; morrow he" may still refuse to be ineven gotten tiiruupu tne tower uuuuu terviewed, as he has done all through
nrr would tbe leaders of either the the trip now coming to a close. Mr.
house or the senate for a moment so Tawney's position as a whip of the
party on the floor of the
much as listen to a single statt'uood
hoiist is one of 'grave importance, and
proposition of any kind, it was
at the last session of congress an expression from him would be of
that it would bo Joint Bt.atehood for exceeding worth, but much as It has
New Mexico and Arizona," or nothing. been sought after, not one word baa
It is a well known fact that Okla- ho dropped as to his convictions as a
homa, with its million and a naif of result of his excursion through Aripeople, would have gotten into the zona on a special train,
Mr. Tawney knows that the statesalon at the last session of congress
bad it not been for tho interference hood matter is cut and dried.
i

'

Cilra;:o, Oct.

Federal Judge
J. Otis Humphrey today gave a decision on the demurrer in the case of the
meat packers, charged with illegal
conspiracy. He overruled the portion
of the demurrer in wh:ch the packers attacked odd numbered counts,
charging conspiracy In restraint of
trade, but the demurrer to the even
uumliered counts, thargiug monopoly,
was sustained.
18.

ISAAC SCHIFFER REMAINS
IN JAIL LACKING BOND
Denver, Oct. IS. I'istrict Judge
Holbrook refused today to issue a writ
of habeas corpus for
W. Schlf-fer- ,

the Alamosa bunker, charged
with fraud, or to reduce the bail,
which had been fixed at $100,000 by

the Alamosa justice of the peace.
Failing to give bond, Schiffer was
placi d In Jail here.
SWINDLER OF THREE
MILLIONS FOUND GUILTY
Philadelphia,
Oct. ' 18. Stanley
Francis, who has been on trial In the
I'nited States district court Blnce October 9, charged with using the malls
to defraud in connection with the defunct Storey Cotton company, was
found guilty on every couuty in
the indictments.
Francis, who was known under several a'laa.-K- , was charged by the
with being tho principal In
the Storey Cotton company, which,
when closed by the postal authorities, owed nearly $,oon,000 to customers throughout the country.
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J. A. Wallace, Canyon City, Texas,
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DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Out of the city until October 24, or
later
taniuno J. Alger, D. D S.
no. n Kaurond avenue Office hour
:i)0 a. m. to 12:su p. m.; 1:30 p.
in. to I

The Boldens, Charged With And File Papers to Do Business
False Imprisonment, Orderin Territory of New
ed to Leave EI Paso.
Mexico.

18, 1905.
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J. A. Edwards Canyon City. Texas.
4t! yearlings, 479 pounds. $135.
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SOLOMON LUNA, President:
Thursday, October 12.
Fleming, Fred H. Pierce and Andieus
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CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
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and
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and Hill replied: "I don't care to hear from Miller and G. Hill Howard, of El stables. Old 'phone, 3: auto.,
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122.
$250,000.00
Holman have returned to Alamogordo you at all," and the prisoners were K'to. New Mexico; Joseph H. Kellogg,
.? lnt(,ntln to kidnap from their hunting trip through
FALL TERM.
Ct'c'il N. Kellogs, ami Charlie It. Sted- out of the court room.
John V, Rockefeller
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
at Cleveland and Sacramento mountains, going as the marched,
The prosecution acainst
tar
Maude man, of Denver, Colorado. The ob- - Albuquerque Business College Opana
as the head of the Sacramento river, Holden, wife of L. E. Holden, who was iocta tor which this corporation was
Monday, September 4, 1905.
iney leport a Dig time. Holman, as arrested with C. R. and 1,. E. Holden, formed ane to buy, sell, improve, and
i
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmantold by Weigle. killed a nine-foo- t
pan- will not. It Is understood, be pressed, i("dii in r'al estate, lumber and mer-Sh- e
ship,
EngTypewriting,
Shorthand,
ther, a deer and took a number of
has secured employment in one chandise; to lease and
lands
.
shots at other deer. Weigle and War- of the leading dry goods houses, hav- and timber; to plant trees for sale in lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-Ireren each got a deer. The panther, ing been released on her own recog- the markets; to manufacture lumber
DAY AND EVENING 8ESSION.
though, seems to be the part of the nizance last Thuisday.
or other products to be made from
For particulars call or address
trip most Interesting. Holman, who
timber; to construct buildings; to
G. S. RAMSAY, Prea.
had a large field glass, was scanning
contract for the construction of ibuild-ing- s
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R. O. 3TOLL, Secretary.
the opposite side ' of a deep canyon,
and other Improvements; to do
Library building. East Railroad ave- when lie espied some object on a
a general bonding business; to do a
OF ALBUQUERQUE
rock. He thought it was a wild cat,
Judge Francis E. Baker, of the Unit- - general real estate business.- The
and for luck, took a shot at It. The
States circuit court, whom the itaI stock Is $l",.O00, divided into 1,500
ASSAYERS.
object never moved, and to satisfy United States civil service commission 8nares at fi each. The term of exhimself, with the other boys, went charges with accepting campaign con- istence is fifty years and the princi
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CAPITAL
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Mexico, with fJl'Siah H. Kellogg named
$250,000.00
man had really kijled one of the larASSAYERS.
as agent. Tlfo number of directors
gest panthers ever seen in the Sacrashall be five, and those who will man- East aide of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
We have had a very eatisfactory growth since the establishment
age the business of the company for
mento mountains. The rifle used In
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
killing the, panther was fitted with
WILLING HELPERS
the first threo months are the incoran opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
Bights, and the distance from
porators.
Holman to the panther was at least
The Mayflower Band.
0
one mile, making a remarkable shot.
O. N. MARRON, President. D. A. McPHERSON, Vice
The incorporators are Jose Geof-frioWhat's the use of a helper If V
President
The boys spent one night looking for
Vincenzo Ciddio. Gilberto Guer-in- ,
J.
B.
HERNDON. Cashier. ROY McDONALD. Assistant Cashier.
he lan't willing? Willingness la
bear, ad the report got out in their
W. H. Booth and others of Laa Vean ample mantle which will al- - V
vicinity that a large bear had been
gas. The objects of this corporation f
cover all the sins of serv- - V
5
are to encourage and foster among S most
hold him for $1,000,000 ransom, the killed leaving a couple of fine cubs.
ice. But a classified advertise-- T
plan which fell through because Being without trained dogs, they failthe population of Las Vegas the spirit
ment in The Evening Citizen
of selfMmprovement and the study
Crowe's accomplice, as he contemptu- ed to locate the cubs.
willing helper that li not only V
ously explains, "got cold feet."
and ecquiring the art of music by esabsoultely competent, but also Is
Strangely enough, there has been a
tablishing
'
and
maintaining
0
a brass
a willing worker. It works all
MUST QUIT
great demand for Crowe's picture,
& Heating Co.
band and orchestra. The term of extrie time for you. It Is the best V
mostly on the part of young women. A
istence of twenty-fiv- e
years, and the
and most economical publicity in
o
principal 'place of business is Las
number of these, among the wealthier WILLIAM ROCKEFELLER, BROTHI. H. COX, Manager.
the world.
1
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Fittings,
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Fittings
Valves,
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Steam and
1
autograph
considerable gums for
The Southwestern Colonization Com- Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fix- 0
copies.
Full of Tragic Meanlna
tures
supplies.
and
Storer
William Rockefeller, brother of John
Gasoline
Engines.
!
The incoriorators are Henry D. are these lines from J. H. Simmons, of
D., has been oblige
to tjuit Inislness
Bowman.
Auto. 'Phone. 671.
Robert C. Hatton and Mau-- ' Casey, la. Think what might have re412 W. Railroad Ave.
,
Colo. 'Phone, 234. 0
JUDGE
E.
FRANCIS
BAKER.
MARKET LETTER
rice T. Brown, of Las Cruees. The sulted from his terrible cough if foe
ol)i,JCt
for which this corporation was had not taken the medicine about
conn
tice of the Indiana state xnnr.
men are to do a general real es- - which he writes:
, h
l...fnr0 hn
"I had a fearful
'
Special Corresjiondence.
i!it
' "
10 connuei a rarming cough, which disturbed
my night's
ed States circuit court of appeals. He
7
phi m n 1,11 nl ui:aB, . am ,Uanu
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 16.
rniir
ESTABLISHED 1878
rest. I tried everything, but nothing 0 "OLD
is a son of Judge John R. Baker, of.f"' '
week was a record breaker for the
tire for its own use or sale, elec would relieve it, until
I took
Dr
the United States district court for trical,
season in the cattle trade at" Kansas
gas,
steam and other power for King's New Discovery for Consump
the Indiana district.
City, with the heaviest receipts,
all industrial purposes; to construct, tion, Coughs and Colds, which com
head, Including 12,000 calves, the
hold, own, lease or acquire ditches, pletely cured me.' Instantly relieves
THE SPRINGER FAIR
heaviest buying by packers, rhoTe
canals and pipe lines for the purpose and permanently cures all throat and
WAS A GREAT SUCCESS. of
country buye;s here, and the smallest
conveying water for Inigatlon pur- lung diseases;
prevents grip and
hold-ove- r
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Coe returned to poses; to do a general
at the end of the we'k. The
merchandise pneumonia. At all druggists: guar
Las Vegas Sunday evening from business; to lay out and
a noAmerican Royal show was
establish anteed;, 60c and $1.00. Trial bottle
Springer, 'N. M., after spending a town sites and to procure
table event, and drew in a large numto tree.
week at the Springer union fair, says colonize them. The capitalsettlers is
ber of feeder 'buyers. This combina-ti- o
o
stock
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
the Optic They pronounce the fair $2iMl,0(Mi, divided into 2.000 shares
nresulted in a general advance of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
at
a decided success.
in the Southwest.
The races were $loo each. The term of existence is
from 5to 15c on all classes during the
good and very liberal
purses were fifty years and the principal place of
week, besides the benefits accruing
(H. E. No. 8471.)
given. The display of fruit, veg- business is Las Cruees,
from aalemen being able to make
Robert Department of the Interior, Land of- AND
etables and poultry and fancy articles C. Hatton named as agent.with
ready sales all week. The supply tonce at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25,
numThe
was beyond the ordinary.
day Is 25,000 head. The market on
The com1 ber of directors shall be three, and
1905.
killing steers is weak to 10c lower,
inittee, M, M. Salazar, Carl Brown and those who will manage the business
RALRODEmjE
ALBUQUERUE, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
C. Olona are to be complimented for of tho company
0
all ether classes leing steady. The
lowing named settler has filed notice
for
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first
three
range 6tuff last week was of better
their good management and for the months are the Incorporators.
of his Intention to make final proof
success of the fair.
quality than usual, and the bulk of
WILLIAM ROCKKFF.M.KH.
in support of bis claim, and that said
Mr. Coe, when asked about the sucsales of ranire steers was hiu'ner than
OCOOCOOC)COC)OOOOOOOOOOCOO
proof will
A Pleasure to All.
be made before the
llis "'! health. William has cess of his horses, was reticent, but No Bill Is as pleasant and
the advance would seem ;o jusiifv, or j"win
probate
Albuquerque,
as
N.
clerk
nositive
at
from other sources it is learned that IDeWitt's Little Early Risers. These M on November 4, 190a., viz.: Don- $3 to $3.75, with most of the fair 1o almnt half a gross of millions '
WE HAVE HIT THE MARK
the Coe stable entered two pacers famous Little Bills are so mild and aciano Valencia, for the southwest
sleers, both killers and feeders. s, and two gallopers, and thai all four effective that children, delicate ladles quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
at $3.25 to $3.43. Cows gained ground
j were
during the week, selling mainly at JluMMj Lr LANUj
and weak people enjoy their cleansing range 6 east.
winners.
$2.35
with a few mountain.
effect, while strong
He names the following witnesses
say they
Special sale' of fine Bath Robe are the best liver pillspeople
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cows at $2.So to $2.9o; runners sold
sold. Sold by to prove his continuous
residence
Blankets, just the thing for your win- a'.l druggists.
at $I.8u to. $2.1o; calvis advanced 25c,
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cure
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Mr. Wade says that there is a growgists.
Wethers and yeai lings; breeding ewes ing belief in the valley that congress do to depend on extern. d applications tor a cure.
cause they do not rcr
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at $2 75 to $3.50.
The phenomenal
Anv sotethat will not Ileal is
to water 25,ooo acres in the most they ran do is keep the ulcer clean
growth of mutton consumption in the Mexico. "This water, we believe, dangerous, for the icasou that it may have the deadly yrrmsof Cancer
last few years shows no sign of abate- should be kept in the United States it. A cure can be brought about only through a
AND CURE THE
ly that can change
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ment, and slurp men are apparently and used to
BRO. botulph;
of li e blood, an tins
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Texas lands." be
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right in the midst of a long perio,j of saul. "Texas would then have 70,000 bottom of the trouble-- drives is
out the poisons and rrins w itl. svl.iih it
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piospeiity.
acres instead of 45,ooo acres. t sign
tilled, and purifies and builds up the entire cir
up. and we are so strong In the belief
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BE RAISED

EVENING CITIZEN.

0

0

0

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

0

OF THE

0

Fitfst National Bank

0

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

0

Double -- sise Lots

50x142 Feet

$100, $150, $200

0

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, AUGUST
:

RESOURCES

0

Eastern Addition, Highland
Sixteen of these lots Rold last week

Surety Investment Comfy, Owners

25, 1905

LIABILITIES

-

$1,191,220.39

Stocks, Real Estate,

63,222.60

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,

33,500.00

Deposits,

Loans and Discounts,

0

Only $10.00 Down, $1.00 Per Week

.

0
0

PER LOT, INSTALLMENT PLAN:

PAGE THREE.

0

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00

0

Cash and Exchange,

0

-

200,000.00

-

-

-

2,470,928:21

1,663,015.50

1,340,015.50

Total,

-

285,030.28

Total,

$2,955,958.49

$2,955,958.49 :

0

D. K. B. SELLERS, Manager.

0
C)OOOC)OOOOCOOCOOOOOOOOOC)0

IN THE PUBLIC EYE
COMMANDS PYTHIANS
in

(Pvthians are interested

Depository of the

0

MINING NEWS

o

Railway System

oo..o.o

00X000000000

0

Evening Citizen Wants!

CLIFTON
COUNTY

from

One Cent

Per Word for Each Insertions

To lnwire proper classification tdt (w this celaaa mail be li the office before J o'clock
p. m. Ads pkoses receive tbe seme careful atteatloa thai if flvca to aa broejit to office.

ooooocooooooocoooooooooo

the selection of Arthur J. Stobbaitt of St.

A., T. & S. F.

SOUVENIR POSTAL, CARIS World
Co
wide. Send 10c for card and plan.
Proxy Exchange Club, Binghani-ton- , on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Mine timbermen are said to be very
N. Y.
scarce in the Clifton-Morenc- l
district.
Wagons and other- Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE: REThe output of the Arizona copper Executive ) (PosHlorto) (clerical) CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and ar high
company for last month was 986 tons, - .
wini mm immvciiRiRiw' to mi mineral, ok as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
or 1,792,000 pounds.
IRiecutive, Clerical, Technical and Salesman post
One
private.
Time:
ftiona, paying from 0 1,000 to $A,000 a year. If you and strictly
a liiK'i (trade man write for booklet and state Ui
month to one year given. Goods reA considerable, amount of assess- lare
luod of position you desire. Orlices In lttciLie.
main In your posgpssion. Our rates
ment work is now being done through- Hapgood
(Ino.), Brain Brokers) are reasonable. Cull and see us beBrewery & Ice Co.
out the district, which has caused a
Louie
Building,
ft.
917 Chemical
fore borrowing.
scarcity of good miners.
A
HOME
INDUSTRY.
THE? HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
(Technlcol)(pooHlonaJSrleamtvn)
i
Steamship tickets to and from all
The output or the Shannon copper
Auto. Phone, No. 92.
Colo. Phone, Black, No. 93.
parts of the world.
company for the month of September
WANTED
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
was 685 tons, or 1,170,000 pounds of WANTED Clean rags! inquire at
315 West Railroad Ave.
copper.
The Citizen office.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
highest
painters,
WANTED
rhree
Open Evenings.
Rolla B. Watson, consulting; enginwages.
C.
A.
Hudson.
eer of the Shannon company, left last
g
cnok-inwith
Girl
to assist
merchant" tailoring
Tuesday for Hisbee, where he will WANTED
and housework. 315 South Third
spend a few days.
street.
Shipments are now being made from WANTED
Boy for delivery; 18 or UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAM
RAILROAD
the Cuprite mine, owned by the Cup20 years of age. Apply at Highland
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
rite Mining company, to the Shannon
Grocery.
passenger
Fast
and freight service. Steamship ticket to all parte
as
smelter. The Era is not informed
WANTED Plain sewing; chlldrens'
My merchant tailoring shop Is upof the World.
to the grade of the ore but it Is doubtclothing a specialty. No. 519 West stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveConnections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso- & Southwestern,
less averages more than 20 per cent.
Railroad avenue.
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
first-claswork,
guaranteed
general
for
All
the public.
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
The present price of copper Is at- WANTED A woman
as I have had fifteen years' exApply to Mrs. Dr.
nousework.
Fe with the Denver & Rio Orande railroad.
tracting attention to all of the copper
i
made
avenue.
In
Suits
perience
the business.
I'earce, 717 Wst Railroad
Special attention given to handling of, passengers and freight.
camps, and this district will no doubt
cleaned, pressed and
to
Clothes
order.
18
17
years
boy
A
or
your
WANTED
about
thereby.
Quite
be
greatly
Send
freight
benefitted
'Rock
Chicago,
via
the
Island & Pacific rail-VtnrBmft assistant eeneral counsel Of
of age, to work In billiard hall. In repaired. The specific I use will not
a
of claims are under bond,
garments
the surety company, with headquarters andnumber
injure
Ladles'
the cloth.
quire at 115 West Railroad avenue.
several examinations have been
in New York.
cleaned and walking skirts made
by experts.
Now Is the time WANTED
Ladles to bring their hair also
W. H. ANDREWS,
s. B. GRIMSIJAW;
Will receive $4,000 and expenses as made
to
order. Give me a trial
claim owners to Jet go of their
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. Ail
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to' Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
general In command of the Uniform for
O. BAMBINI.
copper
holdings.
they
ave
wait
If
until
113
Iron
to
order.
kinds done
Rank, K. of P., and be permitted to drops they may hold their claims many
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treaa.
nue
engage in private practice of law.
J. P. LYN3,
a. U GRIMSHAW, .
years.
second-hanGentlemen s
WANTED
Will resign from the surety company
City Fit. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Fit. and Past. Agt
street,
South
616
clothing.
No.
First
November 1st, to take up liia new posiThe output of the Old Dominion
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.
south of viaduct. Send address and
tion.
smelter for the month of September
Eastbound.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
May secure the transfer of the K. of was 1.225 tons, or 2,510,000 pounds cj
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:65
Gentleman or lady of fair
P. headquarters from Indianapolis to blister copper, which Is a gain over WANTED
education to travel for a firm of a. in.; departs 8:30 a. m.
St. Paul to facilitate the discharge of the two previous months. Their furAAAAikaiAAa1
No. 4, Chicago Limited,
arrives
$250,000.00 capital. Salary. $1,072.00
his duties.
naces are In blast and the concendeparts
Fridays;
Tuesdays
11:59
weekly
and
expenses;
paid
per
year
and
trator running day and night. About
and expenses advanced. Address, 12:09 a. m Wednesdays and Satur5,000 tons of Bisbee sulphides have
with stamp, J. A. Alexander, Albu- days.
been accumulated and shipments will
FABULOUSLY RICH
Letter Heed
querque, N. M.
0
be continued until a stock pile of
Westbound.
Envelope
to 25,000 tons has been provided.
FOR RENT
CALIFORNIA ORE
No. 1, Los Angeles Express, arrives
Note
Maada
The company also has on hand 7,000 ffkENTRoouis with board. SlB 7:30
p.
m.
p. m.; departs 8:16
tons of coke and a very large quanProgram
street.
Third
South
3, California
Limited,
arrives
No.
reports
come
Cal.,
From Riverside,
tity of fuel oil. Belt.
Invitation
FOR RENT Rooms with board. 100 10:40 a. m., Mondays and Thursdays;
of a fabulous find of rich ore in a
Mondays and
departs 10:50 a. ni
Catalogue
North Edith street.
A. Ross, president of the Stand
C.
range of mountains long neglected. ard copper mines, against whom very FOR RENT Lovely furnished room, Thursdays.
Blank Book
arNo. 7, San Francisco Fast Mall,
According to Los Angeles and other serious charges 'have been made uy
and fine board, at 506 South Arno
Beeelpt Book
rives 10:30 p. m.; departs 11:10 p. m.
street.
investors, the properties are within local shareholders, which caused his
appearance
room;
before the grand Jury last FOR RENT
Furnished
So
twenty-fivmiles of Riverside.
Southbound.
week, spent a few days at the mine,
preferred. 213 West Mar
No. 27, depaits 11:30 p. m., connects
great is the discovery In gold ledges and
im other wordm
then left for New York Tuesday
quette avenue.
with eastern trains.
e
Room
that some persons are confident that morning. While In Clifton he was FOR RENT
turn out
Two iurniHhed rooms
7 carries through chair, standNo.
o vary thin g a
the mining world will be astonished. congratulated by many people on ac
for light housekeeping. Inquire at ard and tourist sleeping cars for San
printer
know
of
the exoneration given him by
300 North Broadway.
Millions of tons of ore, carrying values count
Francisco.
hour to do .
not only in gold, but In other precious the grand Jury. Even some of those FOR RENT Six room, modern house,
No. 22, arrives from south 7:30 a. m.,
metals, including platinum, rated at who had been bitterly opposed to him
close in, to be let from November 1 connecting with No. 2, east bound.
thousands of dollars per ton, are said came forward and extended congratuAll trains dally except No. 3 and 4
Apply to F. F. Trotter.
Mr.
lations.
Ross will return to Clifto be in sight.
No. 1 carries through chair, stand
everything
room,
Nice
FOR
RENT
The discovery is In the Santa Ana ton in a short time, and will spend
415 North Sec ard and tourist sleeping cars to Los
pleasant.
new
and
mountains of Orange county, and for the winter at the mine.
Angeles.
ond street.
some time a syndicate of Los Angeles
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
i lie .New Kngianc! and Clifton Min- - FOli RENT
nicely
furnished
One
.1.
men have been quietly
acquiring
305
company
North
ing
room;
last
week
modern.
made
final
front
its
scores of mining claims, until they payment on
See the window display of the Rio
AMD
Ohio
Sharpshoothe
and
street.
Edith
have control practically of the entire
the Globe
claims, located near Metcalf, and FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms; Grande Woolen Mills at $3.50
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT
walkBUILDING PAPER
mountain, the greater portion of which ter
those
store,
for
then
Alwaye
ask
adjioining the Amietam, also bought
gentlemen preferred. No. 619 West ing skirts.
Covers more, looks best, wear
is said to bo a mass of ore.
by the company, and upon which one
stock.
Plaster,
Lime,
Railroad avenue.
Cement.
longest, most economical, full
If reports are half true, the new payment
remains to be made. Fo li KENT Two elegant rooms, sult-abl- e
measure.
Wards of Pneumonia.
Paint, Glass, Bash Doors, etc
district will overshadow in quantity The price only
paid
men-- !
the
for
two
comfirst
for man and wife. 415 North All coughs, colds and pulmonary
and quality of ores any mining disclaims was $S0,ooo. The Era
FIRSTSTREET AND COALAVe
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
Hoard If preferred. plaints" that are curable are quickly
Second street.
trict in the I'nited States or Mexico. tioned
is informed that work will soon be
For years the Santa Ana mountains commenced on these now purchases. FOR RENT Furnished rooms for cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
Inflamof Orange county have been prospecthousekeeping. I.arge and airy. Cor- Clears the phlegm, draws out
The New England company, though
and heals and soothes the afed, and known to contain vast mineral possessing
ner of Sixth street and Railroad mation, parts,
some
of
strengthens the lungs,
the best claims
fected
deposits, but the prospector, after
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works 0
avenue.
in the district, has been in a comaand
Harmless
pneumonia.
off
wards
his samples to the assay tose state
"
for tbe past two yr'ais, ow- FOU RENT Two very desirable rooms pleasant to take. Sold by all drug- - 0
B.
MALL, froorlator
office would be disappointed to find ing to Internal
with electric lights, for light house- glBts.
0
troubles. It is greatly
Castings;
Ore,
Iron
Brass
and
Coal
that the ore was of a very low grade, to l,e hoped that
and
Lumber
Cars;
Shaftings,
keeping.
M:s. H. E. Rutherford,
Pulleys,
Bars,
Grade
Babbit
Metal;
containing too small veins in gold to on tneir valuable development work
Columns
Iron
and
Front for
corner of Broadway and Iron ave"Mother was lucky"" papa Doughta A
will now
Buildings.
v
warrant further development, and as be pushed. Copperproperties
nue.
gas range.
Era.
a result he would abandon his claim
Bapalr
Mining
on
and Mill Machinery a mpeelalty
Apartments In PaTR
FHt RENT
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
and seek other fields.
A Selling of Opera Coats.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Opened
View terrace, tight rooms each;
In
There have been made of these NEW ROOMING AND
0
Greatest bargains ever offered
modem equipment throughout. H.
ores scores of tests other than the
coats,
evening
t the
afternoon and
BOARDING HOUSE.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
company.
usual fire tests, 'which have yielded
See
Your patronage
Nice, FOR RENT Nicely furnished flats Golden Rule Dry Goods
solicited.
from $300 to $10,000 per ton In gold. clean rooms.
window display.
i
housekeeping. Also
rooms
for
and
For the past four years metallurgists
n
VIRGINIA MAESTAS,
flat with piano. Apply Mrs.
EVCARRIAGE
FRESH
SARATOGA
CHIPS
TRIMMING AND RE- and chemists have been experimenting
523 South First street.
E. K. Norris, east end of viaduct, ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
with the ore, with the object of findPAIRING
cor. Iron ave. and John st.
ing a method by which Hie ore can
ANNOUNCEMENT!
8ARAT0GA CHIPS FRESH EVFOR RENT Two large store rooms,
be treated without the fire tests.
Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
warehouse and twlve living rooms, ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
It is claimed that the problem has
Order,
suitable for hotel purposes, with
been solved, and if this Is the fact, it Stillborn announces the opening of a
The Indies' Aid society of the Lead
necesrear
large
In
yard
and
all
will mean that within this region will studio In rooms
Barnett block.
M. E. church will give a seven-cen- t
HORSESHOEING
sary outhouses. Everything new and Avenue
be located the largest gold producing Miss Kremer Is a graduate of the
tea, Thursday aftermodern. Mrs. Hrault, corner of noon. progressive
camp in the world. The claim Is made Michigan Conservatory of Music at
October 19, at the home of Mrs.
CARRIAGE
PAINTING
Broadway and Marquette avenue.
that the deposits of ore's in the Santa Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice
W. II. Strong. 810 West Railroad aveAna mountains are the largest ever and piano. Miss Stlllhorn Is a recent
10
nue.
FOR 6ALE
discovered and the successful treat- arrival from New York and wlli take
ordriving
saddle
Ff"SALEOntle
a
pupils
outIn
limited
cook
number
of
drawing
ores
explosion
ment of the
will result in an
Don't wait for an
Cor. First Street and Tljera. Road ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
horse. Address, A. D. Johnson.
s
put that is 'beyond calculation.
and water colors. Studio hours from
with gas tbe humane way.
9:30 to 12.
to 4:30.
i on o.A !.. Seven r xm modern bouse
Register.
avenue In the Highon Railroad
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'8
$5 TO S10 SAVED ON EVERY
lands. N. Teach & Co., 208 Vs West
MEETS LOVER IN
Citizen want ads get the business.
O O
TICKET.
Gold avenue.
LOS ANGELES AND MARRIED.
0
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW. FOR SALE Good restaurant, com- Try one.
0
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
Miss Ilessi
Muir, who ha spent PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
plete or partly furnished. Cheap, If
the summer with her relatives near BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE
MEN AND WOMEN.
sold at once, 120 West Silver avelontsbu:g. left Tuesday nU'.i! on the CHEAP. 114 WEST RAILROAD
I'm Big for uu4turav
rtai.-- l
0
0
ditKtiai tfia.ibf.4HiiuiiiiD,
I to
nue.
flyer
l.os Angeles, to met t E. AVENUE.
jr ritrttiutif or unninii
tUaWtb1l
f
Capps, of Oakland, Cal. The two were
nicmtx
I
CASH
inucoDi
HIGHEST
PAY
THE
trremie Imimim
KHtl
IVi'.l!U
married, and will make their future
0 FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies. Imported 0
YOUR
RAILROAD
The Pantatorium.
FOR
PRICE
HtEvikSCHtMTalCr. gmt ur EHjX.ri"!)home in Oakland. Miss Muir's many
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed. TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
iNCiHMATI.b
oll J Irutff UU.
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
friends in Grant county will wish the All clothes called for and delivered. SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSO- 1
lager served. Finest and test 11m ported and Domestic Cigars.
lot 0
newly married pair all the prosperity p206 West Silver avenue. Auto phone CIATION
114
TICKET OFFICE,
0
m C'trcuUr tout
erAi
JjiM'
in tBe world.
721. G. B. Hoffman, proprietor.
AVENUE.
RAILROAC
WEST

Money

the Knights of
Paul, Minn., aa commander in cheif of the Uniform Rank of
Pythias, to succeed the late General Carnahan. He is as young a man aa
ever heid this high office in the order.)

Loan

The Beer that is making
Albuquerque
Famous
Southwestern

Santa

Fe Centra! Railway System
.

-

s,

Age 36, born in England.

Removed to St. Paul fifteen years

go.

Became

clerk

in

the

Minnesota

Transfer company.
Studied at the state university at
night, and graduated from the law

course.
Deputy clerk of the district court
of Ramesy county, 1896.
First assistant in the St. Paul corporation attorney's office.
Became counsel of the National
Surety company's western branch.

HELD IN BAIL FOR
A

THOUSAND

d

NEW TIME CARD

C o rve ct
C o m m e jpciaA

20,-00-

DOLLARS

Yesterday forenoon, In Judge Hln-soThomas' court, occurred the examination of William Mealor, who
was accused of being Implicated in
the early morning hold up of Sotel &
Jones' saloon last March, and for
which Alex Nettle, who was arrested
immediately after, has been and still
Is In Jail awaiting trial at the November term of the court. Mealor was
arrested last Monday, on the statement of Nettle, who says he was one
of three who held up the saloon, and
forced the proprietor, W. W. Jones, to
open the safe ,and took therefrom
$712 in silver dollars. He stated that
another, named
he, Mealor, and
Moore, planned the robbery several
days before that, and that Mealor was
to be the leader, but that Mealor
weakened and only played the part of
being in the saloon and attracting
the attention of the four or five persons present by getting t'aein to throw
dice for the drinks, ami that while
their attention was thus engaged, he
and Moore rushed in and compelled
them to throw up their hiands, forced
the opening of tlie safe, procured the
booty and left. He stated further that
Mealor and Moore went to the former's
room and divided the money, but as
he himself was soon put In prison, he
never got his share; and that he sent
to Mealor for money on one or two occasions, and that he refused to send
it; and that he then made up his mind
to "squal" on Mealor. which he diU.
District Attorney Edwards represented the territory at the hearing,
while Judge I,. L. Henry represented
Mealor. After the court had heard
the evidence upon the part of the
prosecution, and the argument of the
counsel upon a motion to discharge
the defendant, which was overruled,
Mealor was held to answer the action
of the grand Jury, and his bail fixed
at $1,000, in default of which he is now
in Jail. Arizona Register.
n
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cannot make the thing come out,
Though I've thought and thought
and thought,
And tried to make a careful note
Of everything that I have bought.
The more I think and think and think.
The more In vain my brain ferments.
Confound the pesky ensh account!
Where did I spend that thirty cents?

';

I

i

end In nil pr .r.iiilv ause us to fucu
h.
hiimllliitiiiiu nr
Affairs Fv ng Us at Home.
The pnihlen
" "h nlirniul nro
i.n
I'pii.i'ins that faro us
Iniportii nt. bin
Important. The
"
at home rr
mwih "f lmliiMtriittlxin
rxtr.uiritliiarv
(luring the Ihm el ( niury ItrttiKft every
I" fare with the
iii'
rlvlllr.cd p. .,.
..inninle rpicHtlmm.
h'l
Kruvi'M n,u'i;i,
This Ih an :u. "I' "inliln.it Ion ainiuiK
among wuRf
rapltaliHts nti-- '
t" try 10 prevent surta
workers. Itvfs
forts should bo to
ir
combinations
that I hey v ' k fur the good and not
hoily liollttr.
tinfor the harm
New
devlrej of law ti. liecesHiiry from time
to tone' In nnl. '" nif t the rhatiKed ami
rhanKina
oni ' '"i's. Hat after all no
will lo well t r. member that although
solved haiiKo from
the prublom
aeration, the spirit In
Keneratlon to
which their s- ..'inn must lie attempted
remains forevi the same. It is In peare
as It Is In w ir. T.ieties change nml
wenpoiin rhuiiK'. The t'ontinental troops
In their blue a: nl I111IT. who fought under
Washington
'ireeno nnd W ayne, differed entirely in arms and In training
from thoHo who in the blue and Kray faired fine another In tho armies of (Irant
and of lee, of Sherman und of Johnston.
Ami now the ho. is of the same t'nlon ami
(
'onfederato ei trans who servo In onr
Kallant llttln army of today, wear a different uniform carry a different weapon, and prtu-te different tactics,
ltut
the soul of the soldier has remained tho
same throughout and the qualities which
drove forward .to victory or to death the
men of iti and the men of tl. are tne
very qualities whit h the men of today
must keep unchaiiKcd if in the hour of
need the honor of the nation Is to he
kept untarnisliMl. So it is In civil life.

Tht head of tho harvester tnmt In this country Is
Cyrus H. MoCormlck of Chlrnpo. Last lantiary hla little 12 year old daughter, who wns the ilKht of his honw;,
(
left It forever. For two years before her death, it ii
said, nlie had t bought nnri talked a great deal of better
houses for the men who labored fur her father. She desired to have the cottages equipped with every modern
She .wanted tin m made attraetlve, and
convenienee.
Ten cents for car fare that's all right;
yet so low in rost as to command only a small rent. The
Three dollars for a new straw hat;
little girl recognized that these citing's would be oeqii-pleFor luncheon, fifty; shoes shined, five
by self supporting men, and that there was no reaOh, hang It! Yes, I've got all that!
son why charity should be shown or expected.
Considering
the scant supply,
set
Now, after her death, her millionaire fisher has
The treasury has too many vents,
about complying with her wisnes as a memorial to his
It's outgo, outgo all the time
child'B sympathy for the toilets. The cottages are to be
Where did I spend that thirty cents?
m
possible
in
accordance
as
arl
built in every way as
with the little iri expressed desire. Each will have a
;
Cigars,
grape Juice, ten
,
lawn with a vegetable garden In the rear.
(I think it had some foam on top);
In the years to come, when about the lawns and in
Bleachers and peanuts, thirty-five- ,
tho gardens throne the children who wl.I call these cotAnd vn cents more for ginger-pop- ,
tages their homes, the childish voices will tell the story
But
still that haunting deficit
of this young girl, w ho was not content to receive all the
My deep perplexfTy augments.
good things of life herself without thought for others who
What was It for? Oh, well, here goes!
were denied them.
"For foreign missions, thirty cents!"
A great need in the world, adds the Denver News,
which1 tells the story, is more of the kindly sympathy and
good will that spring spontaneously from the hearts of
children. "Except 'e become as a little child" taught
THE MODEST BEGINNING
the Great Master of the art of true living and the world
needs to comprehend the significance of the teaching.
OF OUR RAILROADS
"That impulsive sympathy
and generosity which most
t
children show for their less fortunate comrades stands
as a living object lesson to a world harsh and Cruel In
lta judgments and selfishly indifferent to the want and
In 1885, while we were publishing the Johnstone
wretchedness all about it.
Tribune, there was placed in our hands a copy of the
Greensburg, Pa., Gazette, dated March 25, 1825. In the
copy of the Gazette referred to prominence was given to
The Citizen hag more than once spoken of the evil a discussion of the new" method' of transporting all kluds
of listing New Mexico property for taxation at a mere of freight and also passengers by railroad, with or withnominal figure; or to put it In figures, to assess the territory at $4(i,tiii0)(lTt0 when $300,noo.0OU would be tar be- out steam power. First there Is presented a woodcut il
neath the true value. The evil may be seen bearing lustration of a "section of a railroad, with a view of lofruit in the following extract and the comment upon comotive, having In tow three transportation wagons,"
it:
copied from a communication in the Baltimore American,
The assessor of El Paso county, Texas, has com- together with an explanation of
the method of operating
pleted "his work and finds that the county has in round
the
with
road
locomotive.
aid
of
the
The following is the
numbers J18.OUO.000 worth of taxable property, or almost
one-hal- f
as much as the assessed valuation of the entire explanation of the diagram:
territory of New Mexico, more than five times exceed"Believing that a diagram of a railroad, together
ing that of Bernalillo county, the richest In the territory. with the steam and other wagons upon it, would
tend to
acNor is the valuation of El Paso county so high on
I have caused
subject
more
easily
render
the
understood
count of the assessor putting down the many railroads
entering El Paso for a large share of the taxes, for they one to be engraved. It will be observed, referring to this
of the to- diagram, that the steam engine has six wheels, four of
are assessed at $2,.r00,0on, or only
tal assessment. El Paso county adjoins New Mexico, which, the two foremost and two hindmost, have grooves
and its climate, resources and agricultural development lo fit the rail like those of the wagons intended to carry
is inferior to Dona Ana county county, upon which it
borders, and yet, comparing assessment returns, the tax- merchandise and rest upon the smooth rail, and that the
able wealth of El Paso county exceeds that of the south- two middle ones, which are cog wheeiS, play Into the
ern half of New Mexico. But then, the fault may lie In cogs of the rails, which are somewhat nearer to the' surface of the earth than the smooth edge. The four wheels
the assessment returns. Santa Fe New Mexican.
If El Paso county were in the hands of such a horde which run upon the smooth surface support the whole
of political grafters as nest at Santa Fe this town would weight of the steam engine. Of course, the middle, or
.not be worth much. Still it does seem that Santa Fe cog wheels .are not pressed upon, and being put into moLas Vegas and Albuquerque combined should show up tion by the machinery of the engine serve to propel the
at least, half a much wealth as El Paso. , But, Colonel wagons In the same manner as the wheels of the steamFrost, we have the advantage of working under home boats act.. By the locomotive engine fitfy tons of goods
engine, on a level
government and property valuations for taxation pur may be conveyeti by a
s
poses are only assessed at
their market price road, at the rate of six miles an hour, and lighter weights
in the city. Not a single property owner in El Paso at a proportionate Increase of speed. Carriages at the
would sellor 10 per cent above the asseaaed value of hla rate of twelve to fourteen miles per hour. For canals it
,or her property. So you, can see that the real value of Is necessary to have a dead level, but not so for railEl Paso county's taxable property Is more than half the roads; an engine' will work good over an elevation of
of an Inch to a yard. Where, the ascent or
assessed valuations of New Mexico. El Paso Times.
descent Is rapid, and cannot be counteracted by cutting
off embankments, recourse must be had to permanent engines and inclined planes, just as recourse is had to locks
.
The general situation is exceedingly satisfactory, for canals, but here again, the railroad system has the
says Henry Clews. A bumper corn crop, the second lar advantage; the Incline plane causes no delay, while lockgest wheat crop, and a good cotton crop is. a combination ing creates a great deal."
Notwithstanding the favorable opinion of the writer
of good fortune that is irresistible. Already there Is a
splendid foreign demand for these products and our for- in the American the editor of the Gazette was skeptical.
eign trade is now running upon another recprd breaking He commented on the cut and the explanation as follows:
"We have prepared and placed on the first page
scale.
Some idea of the improvement in domestic trade Is of pur paper an engraving representing a locomotive enobtained from the record of bank clearings, which in the gine, having in tow three transportation wagons,, accomnine months ending September 30 amounted to $103,600,-000,00- panied by an explanation from another paper. It would
an increase of nearly 37 per cent over last year. ha Impossible, we think, considering the kind of country
This is a most phenomenal exhibit, and is more due' to through which our road passes, to bring the steam wagon
the actual growth of business than to higher prices and into successful operation between the east and west. It
requires too onany stationary engines to propel the wa
speculation.
Railroad earnings also continue to give indisputable gons over our numerous hills. It would bo necessary to
evidences of national Industrial activity ty showing lar- have half a dozen in sight of this town, for we are sitger gross, returns. Traffic is already bey6nd capacity, uated on a hill, and surrounded by them on all sides."
It is only eighty years since these remarkable opinaud.some of the roads could employ almost double the
number of cars. The record of mercantile failures Is ions were expressed by the editor of the Gazette. The
'
also assuring, the total for the same nine mouths being "steam wagon" has done very good work between the
only $76,000,000, against $111,000,000 for the same time east and the west for more than fifty years and without
the assistance of stationary engines anywhere near
last year .
Greensburg. Swank's Bulletin.
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Danger

of

Just Right
The young man ants all the late
stylo kinks, and gets them all when
be comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar and lapels, and the
loose trousers
ate some of the
features the young gentleman wilf
want In evidence In his fall suit.
Young Men's
Double

S7.50 to $20.00
50

tO

$20.00

The young man that liag never
been here for clothes will do well
to come.
AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY UNDERWEAR.

JllTr
The Clothier and Furnisher.

The Happy Housewife

THE CELEBRATED

Class Government.

O.

r.

Who takes pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

F. C.

WHISKE V

MELINI

LIVER)
STABLE

HIGHLAND

but

Y

.

wesi

a

uuper Avenue.

KEEPJfOUa HORSE COMFORTABLE!
Cold Weather Means

Horse Blankets and Lap Robes
We have them In all kinds and
prices.
LOW
PRICES
SPECIAL
NOW, as we bought a large quantity,
direct from the factory.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner of First Street 'and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

HOUSE

IFtul ir iltlil
Installment Plan

sin eirs
Easy Payments

STOVES, RANGES,

FURNITURE,
IRON BEDS,

WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

BEDDING,

ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

UNDERTAKERS

201-21-

applicable: here

PUGILIST

HARIER

WILL

SAYS

Time, Labor
and Money

1

The saving of Mm means comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money means eoenomy. All
these savings can best be attained by
Installing a

HE

MAKE CHECKS

M.

GOOD

DRAGOIE

Dealers in
' POSTPONED
UNTIL
NEXT WEEK IN MEANTIME HE RAfiala iM.a
TaU ..J
REMAINS PRISONER IN COUNkinds
all
of
Fresh
Meat
TY JAIL.
300 North Broadway, Corner of WashC. W. Harter, erstwhile pugilist and
ington Avenue. ALUUQUERU E.N. M.
sporting man of San Francisco, who
was arrested Monday night, charged
with obtaining money under false pretenses by issuing a number of worthless checks, did not have his preliminary hearing this afternoon as was For Moving the Sick or Injured.
expected. Harter asked for a continPrompt Serlve Day or NlgtiL
uance until next Wednesday afternoon, which was granted by Justice
O. W. STRONG'S SONS
George It. Craig, before whom he was
arraigned.
Colo. Phone. 75.
Automatic, 147
Harter asserts that he will get out
of the difficulty and that his relatives
will make his checks good.
In order
that he may flea himself of the serious charge against hint, the court lias
uiven Harter a week in which to settle up his accounts. In the meantime
he remains a prisoner in the count v THURSDAY,
HEARING

SELECTIONS MADE FROM
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST

it

twice-a-wee-

N

-

i

Itane.

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
better than
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.

AMBULANCE

Work and Reward.
The Kangu this issue Is increased to eight pages, as
promised some weeks ago, when we began. the publicapaper, and the paper will be ention of a
larged as rapidly as the needs of the town ami business
require it.
With this Issue the circulation of the Range goes to
l."u(i. We are going
to reach every home 111 Colfax
county. From tin- numerous winds of commendation we
receive, we believe We ale making an interest ins; newspaper. We are going to say a good word for Katon and
vicinity at iveiy opitortunity. We are going to help vou
push your business. We are going to belt) you bring
to-- .m
Ac
e
on- iiiiiitt
...1 in
tnnre nwirito r,
number last .luy, we are going to work ttneea Jti:;Lv for jail
'he uphiitldiiu ot Katun und Colfax count - - liatnti

Prices In Plain Figures S3Q and Up
Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

Why Arizona

higU-iniude-

e

pro-fesM-

coiiL-irssion-

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

O. A. MATSON & CO.

?&h

A FIRST CLASS. BILLIARD

Gets the Praise.
The party of congressmen, of which much has been
said of late, supposed to have been led by Speaker .lor
Cannon, of the national house of representatives, has
come and gone'.
All the "invest Igai lug" .done was confined to I.as
Vegas, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, and like the llever-Idginvestigation (?) was confined principal y to efforts
in the direction of finding out all the drawbacks to stale,
hood, and turning down all efforts on the part of New
Mexico's citizens to show them the many reasons why
in his place.
statehood is desired and merited.
In fact the muchhei aided party of investigation
There U probably serious in management in the turns out to have been simply a
jaunt at
public priming ofllce and there may be moro or less the Instigation and expense of an Arizona mining man,
graft, but the tun: certainty is that the waste is enor- of Clifton. Carlsbad Argus.
mous and is cv r w l.e.i e and that emigres itsi If is responsible for much or most of it. in a former message
Well and Truly Said.
President IvOOM Vilt cal d attention to this abuse and
The people of Hun Juan county should unite regard-b-sinsisted that the amount of printing could be cut down
of party affiliations ami
eouKto.ss when it
at lea.--t one half. Not only are uie!e.--s public documents meets that we aro heartily in favor' of joint statehood.
printed in enormous numbers, but- man of them are To many people In the cast tin- very name of territory
- at many is Kimgestive of lawlessness and savagery.
costly books containing elaborate plate.,.
If we want
of these never ne tin- ligl.i of day and 1110.-- 1 of those people and capital to come in, as we all do, to develop
that do serve- no u.m ful purpose. The condition !s notor- our many latent resources, we must have Matchood.
alum; can remedy. Changing OiitMde of xall pulltieal considerations, statehood, now
ious and one that coiigu-sging subordinate fort un n and im- since the advent of the railroad, will do more for us in
printers and
proving methods will not touch the root of the rial pub- this county than any other one thing. Help get it!
lic printing evil.
Kaniiliigtnu Hustler.

at a fair valuation.

AtElks'OperaHouse

OCTOBER....

Shaw, proprietor of the
billiard ball, the finest place
of the kind iii Trinidad, has come to
lie rescue of bil.iardists and p.iolists
o! A Inii) mi ,j ut. with a place of amusement. Toiuoi row morning Mr. Shaw
will throw opt'ii to tho public a first
class bil'iar.l hall at Hi Railroad
avenue.
he equipment of the place
will include four Hrun.swick-lta.kregulation
tai.ies und one billiard
table of
.same make, and an automatic piano. Mr. Shaw has had a
w ide
ex pi 1. nee in the billiard ball
busiiies.-.- . and doubtless his railroad
avenue p
w i.l become a popular
one. It wi be known as "The Hilliard
Hall."
W'il i.ttn

I

;,!
i

a,-,-

s

It

is

po smn!l

comfort tc.
have ScLl'.iiv's Debt on call
at your grocer's; a pity one
can't et everything 6uch anj
sol

Fine Stationery

JOHN F. STOWE'S

HALL FOR ALBUQUERQUE

Big

Production

Scenic

ii
iar

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

Ten

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Genral Building Supples

Bn

i()

TALENTED

ARTISTS

BANDjnd ORCHESTRA
CAR

LOAD

SCENERY
Seats on sale

OF

and

SPECIAL

EFFECTS

Matson's Tuesday,
October 17.

st

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

The St. Elmo

F,a8St

HO

PROF. EO. HAYWORTH'S
Celebrated

w

"EMPRESS."

The Albuquerque Hatters

TELEGRAMS RECEIVED HERE SAY
THAT TRAIN WILL ARRIVE AT '
and Steam Cleaners
? . O'CLOCK
A. M.
Hats cleaned and blocked in any style.
The congressional
train, bearing Clothing oteam cleaned and pressed.
Congressman Tawney and party will Corner of Third street and Gold avearrive in Albuquerque, according to nue, In the car.
the latest schedule, tomorrow morning
at 10 o'clock, and remain an
at ' .6:30
hour. It left Williams
last night and was at Wlnslow this
forenoon. The afternoon was spent
0. W. Strong's Sons
at Adamana, Ariz., where the train arrived at 1 o'clock, and was due to reSTRONG BLOCK.
main until 7 o'clock this evening, allowing the congressmen seven hours
In which to view tho petrified forest.
A stop will be made at Holbrook and
a stop will be made at Gallup, wheie
the train is due to arrive at 11:15
o'clock tonight. The latest Itinerary
of the train also provides for a stop
Superintendents
Falrvlew
and
at the Indian pueblo of Laguna.
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
A committee from the Albuquerque joint statehood league will meet
MONUMENTS.
the train tomorrow morning and enSt., Both Phones.
N.
Second
during
tertain the congresBtueu
the
short time they remain in the city.

J

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

IT IS SATISFACTORY

s

f

,

This go eminent was formed with as its
liasle Idea, the principle of treating each
man on his worth as u man. of paying
no hood tu whether ho Is rich or poor,
no heed to his creed or his social stand-ing- ,
hut only to the way in which he performed his duty to himself, to his nelgh-boto the state. From this principle
wo cannot afford to vary by so much as
a hand's breadth. Many republics have
risen Iti the past, ami some of them
Bottled in Bond.
flourished long, hut sooner or later they
fell; and tho cause most potent In bringing about their fall was in almost all
cases the fact that they grew to be governments in the interest of a class instead of governments In the Interest of
Distillers,
all. It made no difference as to which
class It was that thus wrested to Its own
FRANKFORT, KY.
advantage the government machinery.
It was uitlmtttety as fatal to the eause of
freedom .whether It was the rich who oppressed the poor or the poor who plundered the rich. The crime of brutal dis& EAKIN
regard of the rinhts of ot hers Is as much
a crime when it manifests itself in the
Sole Agents.
shape of greed and brutal arrogance ott
Albuquerque, N. M.
the one side, as when it manifests Itself
in the shape of envy and lawless violence
Automatic Phone, 199.
on the other, our aim mum be to ilea
Justice to eat h man; no more and no
less.. This purpose must find lis express
ion and support not merely in our codec
tivo acitou through t lie agencies of tho
OOOOOCOOOOOOOCXDOOOOOOOCX)
government, but In our social attitude,
Kieli man and poor man must feel alike
O. D1NSDALE
they
protected
on
one
hand
are
tile
that
by law anil that on the other hand they
are responsible to the law; for each Is
entitled to lie fairly dealt with by his
neighbor and by the state; and If we
Boarding Horses a Specialty
as citizens of this nation are true to
ourselves and to the traditions of our OCOCOCOCKXXXXXXOOCXXXXXXX)
forefathers such fair measure of Justice
shall always be dealt to each man; so
that as far as we can bring It about each
oooooooocxxotx
shall receive his dues, each Bhall tie Riv
O. F. PLATT,
en the chance to show the stuff there Is
In him, shall bo secured against wrong
The real cleaner and dyer. Laand In turn prevented from wronging
dies' and gentleman's
firva
others. More than this no man Is enti
Portieres,
clothes a specialty.
tied to, and loss than this no man shall
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
have.
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
Automatic 'phone, 675.
CONGRESSIONAL: PARTY
OOOCXXOCXXXXXXXXX)OOCXXXX)
TOMORROW

one-eight- h

di.-ch-ai

young men come here for
rlnthrs. Many of them could not
he Induced to go) elsewhere. I take
great pains In having my young
men's clothes

i

two-third-

,

I

.

,

collem-honors-

V

-

l

UNMIXED EVIL

,

18, 1905.

:

four-fifty-

Professor K. J. Miller, examiner at tin- I'n.veiMt y
of Chicago, created a stir before the junior colleae chapel
when he presented a list of uuestions which he declared
ought to be asked of every man before he received his
bachelor's degree. The professor argued that university
education developed the mind, a,nd not the heatt. in order to test the finer feelings of candidates for
bo suggested a number of iiu'stions, Including
the following? Do you see anything to love in a il'tle
child? Have you sympathy with all good causes? Can
you look straight in the eye of an honest man or
Will a lonely dog; follow you? Do you believe
in lending a helping band to weaker men? Do you believe in taking advantage of the law when you can do
so? Can you be
and happy In drudgery? Do
you good
you know the value of time and money? Aj-friends with yourself? Do you see anything In life besides dollars and cents? The question which tho
pi opoiiiidi d hail a visible effect on the class and
every row and then a student was seen shifting uneasily

iL

Most

'

d

The Optic recently said:
"In many parts of the
west, not having a large a rainfall as I.as Vegas, the
Campbell method of intensive cultivation and dust covering has been applied with notable results. For instnace
Clark M. Moore, of this city, has a farm up in the northeastern corner of Kansas, not two hundred miles from
Denver. The rainfall there is less than here. The character of the soil is no better. Last year three crops of
alfalfa were raised without irrigation and be cleared
an acre on his wheat crop.
"The Campbell method is simple and inexpensive.
It can be easily applied to the fallow lands about
Vegas. The Optic intends to keep up the agitation and
to publish information concerning this method, until
Home of our people have tested and proven it hen 'about s.
'There's inillkms in it.' "

Young Men's
Suits

TRIP

(Contlnu i from Page 1.)
ipl "r
People
pvfn the men
lsl r''N fnrwiirrt HrM)B
In thfrn- - roust
Hl'tty S" that they
th pHlh of ..i
' 'lie line to Klve
if
run Ftnn.l ul.'i
bnil
hsiiii will
them mirh tuv
will in th
both for them -- -r

I

HEART OF. A CHILD,

WEDNESDAY, OCT.

STARTS

PRESIDENT

CITIZEN

CITIZEN.

I

Wh!sW"

Wines, Brtndlss, Etc.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

120 West Railroad Arentt

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

!

WEDNESDAY, OCT.

ALDUQUEitQUE- - EVENING CITIZEN.

18, 1905.

PAQC FIVE.

county In the possession of the different county officials for use In the du- COUNCIL EMPLOYS
ties of their offices, must be similarly
subject to the control of the county
WATER WORKS EXPERT
IMPORTANT OPINIONS commissioners,
but perhaps not to the
Stomach Bitters
extent.
name
You want when your appetite Is poor,
surges
plaintiff
Tho
that in the
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES
tongue coated, skin sallow, and sleep
present Instance the county commis- C. H. Riffles
won't do In
to Pass Upon r. xttess. Something else
Judge Abbott Refuses to In- sioners
are unlawfully using their
its place and for that reason we urge
ipowcr over county property to deprive
you to Insist on having
Value of Plant of Water
terfere in Treasurer's Office ihlm of the office of county treasurer
of Bernalillo county, and to Install
HOSTETTER'S
Supply Company.
Squabble.
Justo R. Armljo in his place, 'ihe
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To be bad only at
chaiiL'o such assignments from time
tel. I and referred to the water comFuneral Director and Embtlmer
r
to time, as they think proper. Such
Arizona for the lauioii Hlickensilelleaves Albiuiuei iiuo every Monday,
mittee, which will investigate and refi r Typi writer.
W He for terms Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
officials have not the rigiits of ordinBlack
or
White
Hearse,
5.00.
port at the next meeting.
Commercial Club Bulldln. A
J. Houston, particulars, address W. I
ary tenants in the rooms they thus
and iil'i uey contract.
Trimble &
CITY
May
Build
New
UNOEIITAKEK.
Sewer
System.
occupy. The personal property of the
fconerul uuent for N, v Mexico and Co., agents, Albuciuerqti
J. M., or J.
0
Chairman Walker of the sewer com-- '
Arizona, Albumin rijue, X. M.
Ii. ULOCK, I'ropnetor,
N. M.

COURT RENDERS

IT'S HOSTETTER'S

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
QUALITY SIIOKS

Seasonable Styles
3.00 and 3.50

Women's
and Children's
F"elt Shoes

-

1

-

ce.

3--

i

VSomen's

ll

Felt Juliets

2,

Ar-anij-

three-fourth-

Women's and Children's
Greatest Variety

Lcgglns

We

We

Carpets. Rugs. Matting. Linoleum,
Curtains. Portieres and Draperies

THE

Special Prices
On the Folio wing

MARKETS

Blankets, Comforts and; Pillows

'

Albert

r

Fa h

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

'.

n

''fo.'
'

be-lie-

foeKooc-

cooc

oooos)oeocooc

fffw

-

ser-vice- T

-

v.t--

COAL

i

--

Ka-t.-i-

-

l

-

l

l

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

anx-i'lrtle-

-

lne-,.i-

MuL-duien-

i

y

a.

-

l

con-I'ihi- i'

t

A. BORDERS,

f

f
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The Store of

AWAY

AS LIFE EBBED

iwii w AVi

It Is announced that owing to the and dried fruits, net nearly so many
fcearclty of plasterers, the new $25.-0- cais will be required for Its handling
SRnta Ke depot at El Paso will as though there hail been no Area. In

'2

not be finished November 1, as was 'Ventura alone. 37.ni acres of orchexpected. It will not be tpened prob- ards and other lands have been laid
waste by the flames, while the loss In
ably tint 11 January 1.
other counties has also been heavy,
The large new type of engines now operating to diminish materially the
leina; put Into use on the Santa Fe volume of business that would otherhave taken away the runs of a larpe wise have been handled by the railWhere formerly roads.
number of men.
two engines were required, one engine now does the work.
A TRUE SCENE ON A
SANTA FE TRAIN.
P.
Meihaniral Superintendent
As might be expected, the railroad
of the Santa Ke coast lines, who men see all sorts of things, but the
lias been In Albuquerque the past baggagemaster on the Santa Fe's San
week on business with some improve- .lacinto train was not prepared for the
ments at the local shops', left last love scene he caught in tne smoking
night for his headquarters at Los An- compartment of Tils train while going
geles.
to speak to the conductor yesterday
morning. Holding his eyes tightly
The Chicago & Alton railroad has closed so that they would not leave
pasdecided to discontinue all local
his head altogether, he asked tae
senger and freight trains on Sunday, hrnkeman to investigate, and the "bra-kie- "
the reason given being to permit as
had'" a misfit or a convulsion, or
many employes as possible to observe something of that kind. The couple
that' day as they deem best, and at stood up in the middle of the Binoking
least to secure rest and recreation.
room and he was chewing her ear. She
got off at Riverside. looking very deBilly Arlington and wife of Chicago, mure, as Bhe was met by an elderly
ar.ived in the city last night. They gentleman, and he went on his way
will appear at the Santa Fe reading leading a paper, as though he was
rooms here In a series of entertain- tired.
ments that are being given over the
system between Chicago and Los An- MISSOURI PACIFIC MEN
geles. Mr. Arllngtm is one of the
BELLIGERENT FOR WAGES.
minstrels of the country.
A number of the workmen who were
Pacific shops
City.
Galveston & laid off at the Missouri
The Kansas
belligerent because
Mexican Railroad company, with head- are somewheat
company did not pay them for
quarters at Guthrie. Okla., was char- the
last month's work at the time
tered on Saturday to build a lino of their
were laid off. The rolls for last
railroad, having an estimated length they
month have been sent to St. Ix)uis
of 2,!i'io miles, beginning at Kansas for
the purpose of making out the
City
and terminating at Fort
and the time, and the checks
state of Yucatan. Mexico. The checks
will not be here until the regular pay
capital of the company is J lu.O00.000. day.
Some of these workmen have
gone
an attorney and he has adFrank Gibson and son. Charles, of vised to
them to go to the shops every
San Uernardino, Cal., came In from morning
and report for
the west last night and continued work andand at noon
the company would
north to Topeka tills morning, where have to paythat
them for every day that
they will visit relatives and friends
showed up for work, until they
for a few weeks. Mr. Gibson is the they
were paid off. All are following his
boss line repairer for the Santa Fe, advice.
attorney states that the
on the San Uernardino division, and company The
cannot discharge an emreports himself prospering. The gen- ploye
unless be is paid oft and that
tleman resided in this city a number it is liable
for every day that they
of years.
report for duty.
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man-i,n-

,

ri tiscious that her
by a ti
life was ebi nig away. Miss Louey
Itutler, of M man Park, III., led a
gled

hymn sung n . Ikt death ritual.
The dying ;il chanted the hymn as
surgeons pn lined to tie the arteries.
was completed the
Before the
young woman voice sarin io a
then ceased.
erlng whlsi
A devout i
irch worker and singer
in the Haptist (heir, her sweetly sympathetic nahre and care for the poor
of the villat" caused her to be unitin the fateful night
versally bebu
she stepped Hum a train at the Morgan Park stii i'iti. Her dress caught
In the steps nd she was thrown between the cars. Almost immediately
the train started and crushed her.
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BIRTHDAY
ANNIVERSARIES

Money Order Office Established.
Estancla. Torrance county, has been
created a money order office.

old-tim-

CELEBRATED BY JUDGE McFIE
AND CLERK BERGERB AT AZTEC, SAN JUAN COUNTY.

SECOND

Vv'

Notaries Public Appointed.
The following notaries public have
been appointed by Acting Governor J.
W. Raynolds: O. L. Heece, Portales,
Roosevelt county; Bryan J. Smith, Las
Vegas, San Miguel county: Edmund
Thuiiand, Fruit land, San Juan county; Nellie F. Withrow, las Vegas, San
Miguel county; Alberto Amador,
Rio Arriba county;; L. E.
Roy, Mora county.

THIRD STREETS

Knit Goods

:Jj

--

.

Babies' Ilcodi,
Babies' Jackets,
Babies' Bootees,

$2.00 to 25c Children's Skirts, $J.OO to 35c
1.25 to 65c Ladies' Skirts,
2.50 to 40c
45c to 25c Shawl Fascinators, 2.00 to 25c

0

goods, and eompare qualities and prices with those offered by

0.

It will cost you nothing to examine thes
pther stores. ,

'

REMEMBER
THE

'

OFFICIAL MATTERS

BETWEEN

-

We have Ju,t received
large thlpment of Knit Goods, which
were oougnt many month
ago long before the rite In the
wool market, and will tell them at correspondingly low prlcet. For Instance:

wwSjf

0

SALE IS NOW IN PROGRESS.

EVERY THIRTEENTH

THE GLOBE STORE,

PURCHASE ABSOLUTELY FREE.

West Railroad Avenue

From Aztec Index.
if TOV
The birthday anniversary of Judge
MAI
John R. McFie, of the first judicial
.SHORT.
district of New Mexico, occurred on
Monday, October 9, and as the court
Is In session at Aztec now, a gathering of San Juan citizens and court officials was held at Orel's hall to
show the high esteem in which this
gentleman is held by those most com
REAPING BENEFIT.
petent to Judge. A program of in
strumentai and vocal music was interspersed with speeches. A. M. Bergere From' the Experience of Albuquerque
A Ixmdon paper announces
PeODle.
presided at the piano.
to acquire the" latest
that,
aWle
to
be
We are fortunate Indeed
On behalf of the court officials a
women are to sleep on
profit toy the experience of our poise, faces
handsome traveling case was present- to
in the future.
their
of
ed to Judge McKie and the citizens neighbors. The public utterances
It seems
a certain
showed their regard by giving a hand- Albuquerque residents on the follow bend ln the that
waist, twist of TO ACQUIRE POISE
Ine sublect will interest and benefit
speeches
Navajo
blanket.
The
some
BIDS FOR BUILDING
leaders. Read this the wrist, and quirk of the
were of the order that promotes good thousands of our emphatic
PHILIPPINE ROAD6. HOW THE RAILROAD
and con- eyebrows are deemed necessary in order that the "latest creations" may
'Tis
MONEY GOES. feeling, and the occasion throughout statement.
proof
can
be had: be becomingly worn.
vincing.
Announcement has been made at the
No
better
remembered
be
will
was
one
that
An analysis has Just been made at
years station
war department that 'bids fcr the conThis sort of thing Is getting to be a joke, even In England. Yet there
C. G. Lott, for ten
by every admirer of
pleasure
with
promof
a
the
of
number
instance
the
struction of railroads In the Philip- inent railways in the country, and for Judge McFie.
master at Albuquerque, now retired are a lot of men who really think It of us. No wonder tliey portest they
pines under the legislation of the last
from active cares of life, residence cannot understand women.
benefit of the members of conto lie on their
"I had
315 North Arno street, says:
It is amusing to learn that the wjmen are expected
session of congress will be opened at the
Bergere's Birthday.
pubgress
of
Information
the
the
and
the war department on December 14. lic, as to where the total railroad InOn Tuesday evening, October ln, attacks of backache stretching over faces in order to procure ammunition with which to batter the heart forGovernor General Wright of the Phil- come of
clerk of the first judicial district, a period of three years. One of them tifications of the masculine gender.
the country goes and who the
ippines will be in the United States gets
What a lot of Idiotic advice a woman Is expected to accept and assimA. M. Bergere, was summoned to the occuired shortly before IJoan's Kidoffion
figuiea
'based
are
The
it.
matter. ney Pills came to my notice, and I ilate.
at that time and will be present at the
l!u;S, and summarized, court house on an important Mr. Berof
statistics
cial
y
Arriving at the court room.
And what a simpleton she is if Bha wastes time in an attempt to
went to the Alvarado pharmacy for a
pBoJutsj Xubiv
spiq atji Jo n;uorto
as follows:
San
of
number
gere
men are now in the islands making an are
never
I knew the cause of my trouble
be.
found
a
assembled
to
what
Mother
herself
Intended
her
box.
Nature
make
investigation of the conditions, witn Wages and salaries paid. .$775,321,415
If you are stout, wear
stripes; if thin, horizontal ones; If
who requested arose from imperfect action of the
14R.50lt.ll3l Juan county citizens,
Fuel for locomotives
choBen kidneys, because of the behavior of ungraceful, fence. If you have an oily face, use borax; if it is dry, cold
a "view of submitting bids.
In a well
Other operating expenses 335,708,406 his attention.
speech Hon. Granville Pendleton pre- the kidney secretions and their con- cream. If you are short, stretch; If long, shrink.
Paid to employes and dealWON'T BUILD TO THE
What nonsense.
sented to Mr. Borgere, In behalf of dition fully proved it, but what to do
ers,
64.46
per
cent
PACIFIC COAST, IT IS SAID.
a Navajo blanket, to check the trouble was a mystery.
Far better: Be natural, and don't worry.
227.8W1.20H the assemblage,
on
Interest
debts
well wishes that Doan's Kidney Pills effectively stopThe Evening Wisconsin received a Paid to creditors, per cent
14.25 with the heartiest of
efficient ped the difficulty. If every one ln Aland
letter from E. E. "McKenna, second Taxes
the accompanying
57.84,56!l
New Cure for Cancer.
For All Kinds of Piles.
vice president of the Chicago. Mi- Permanent improvement..
clerk should see many more birthdays buquerque receives the great benefit
41,948.183
presa
All surface cancers are now known
lwaukee & St. Paul railway, denying
in
his
burn,
heal
of
a
people
out
I did from that remedy, kidney comTo
the
fire
serve
draw
long
the
and
44,581,341
that there was any truth in the dis- Miscellaneous
ent capacity. Mr. Bergere responded plaint, baeliache and trouble with the cut without leaving a acar, or to cure to be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica
or ex-- j
patch from Tacoma, Waeh., on Wed- Paid to governments,
and all Salve. Jaa. Walter of Duffield, Va.,
In' a feeling manner and assured the kidney sec; et ions will erase to exist bolls, sores, tetter, eczema
pur- public
pended
for
nesday last, which stated that Charles
"I 'nad a cancer on my lip
skin and scalp diseases, use DeWltt's writes:
assemblage that the occasion would in this vicinity."
7.41
poses,
per
cent
Prefer, townslde agent for the
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for for years, that seemed Incurable, till
remain w ith, the most pleasant recolIli4,'i."i7.8'.t6
'Sntplus
Miscellaneous
and
He and other cents. Foster-MllburMilwaukee & St. Paul, anCo., Buffalo, N. blind, bleeding, itching and protruding Busklen'g Arnica Salve healed It, and
lections of his life.
fund, to preserve
always felt at home Y., sole agents for the United States. piles. Stops the pain Instantly and now It is perfectly well." Guaranteed
nounced authoritatively that the Mil- Insurance
5.36 court officials had
property,
per
cent
a very warm
Get the genuine. cure for cuts and burns. 25c at all
waukee road is to be built to the coast.
Remeniiier the name Donrt s and cures permanently.
166.178,586 in San Juan and had
druggists.
Mr. Pffefer is entirely unknown to Dividends
3
Sold by all druggists.
spot in their hearts for this county take no her.
per
owners,
Paid
the
to
any officer of the Chicago, Milwaukee
and its good citizens. Judge nicne
. 8.52
cent
& St. Paul Railway company.
then called upon, and in a most
The report covers the mileage ann was
happy speech congratulated the peoevery
system
of
operation
in
railroad
GOOD WAY TO PAY
ple and also himself upon having' conINTEREST ON BONDS. the country.
nected with the court of the first JuThe first
interest on th ALIEN LABOR LAW
dicial district so efficient a clerk, dis$50,000,000 of Western Pacific bonds
attorney, interpreter and other
SAID TO BE VIOLATED. trict
No pains are too great for
has just been paid. The road not beassistants.
ing in operation yet, th money to pay I Seven Texas roads, of which the Mr Bergere in fulfilling the duties of
the bond interest had to be taken Southern Pacific, the Houston, East his office and the United States infrom the money raised toy the dale of & West Texas, the International & spectors uniformly report that Mr.
the bonds themselves. And such will Great Northern, the Texas & Pacific, Bergere's records are the best kept
continue to be the case for each semi- and the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mex- of any clerk in New Mexico.
Traveling Auditor Charley Safford
annual Interest payment until the road ico are mentioned, are charged with
is actually
When the having imported foreign labor in vio- Lthen paid a tribute to Mr. uergere
constructed.
latter is accomplished, the Denver & lation of the alien labor law.
and the informal reception tnai
Back of these charges Is the farmwas thoroughly enjoyed by all
Rio Grande and Rio Grande Western
roads agree to pay the interest on the ers' union and the evidence establish- present.
bonds if the Western Pacific shall ed is presented by this organization.
It is charged that over 6,0(Mt foreign- SYSTEM OF BUTTER
not be.
ers have been brought to Texas by
MAKING IN HOLLAND
the roads, many of whom are em
ANNUAL MEETING OF
ployed as laborers on sections and in
SANTA FE DIRECTORS.
The annual meeting of the stock- - construction work,
TO EXCEL- The complaint alleges that employ-railroa- HOW IT CONDUCES
holders and directors of the Santa Fe
LENCE OF PRODUCT.
the railwill be held at Topeka. Octo- - ment agents representing
ber 26. The resignation of Edward P.! roads enter into contract with the for- Wilder, treasurer of the company, will elgners before they leave Europe, and
Perhaps no more happy meetings
be received and various acts of the many are brought in through Mexico. between Dutch and English have
1
directors brought up for approval. The farmers are aroused over the taken place for many a long year than
i
Among other things that will come up scarcity of labor, especially in the those of the agricultural editors and
for ratification will be the lease of cotton fields, and charge that the im- journalists from England on the one
the Oakdale Western railroad, a ported labor lias driven American hand and of the Dutch farmers and
bianch line which has been built and white and colored farm laborers from other agricultural authorities and ex
placed in operation from River Bank, the state, and the foreign laborers are perts on the olher hand. The BritishCal., to Oakland, Cal., about seven not suited for this work, anil the crops ers wanted to see Holland, and esmiles, for the purpose of securing ac- are suffering.
districts.
pecially the agricultural
cess to extensive timber properties.
The federal departments of labor They achieved their purpose.
The drudgery of house work seems never
The stockholders will also be asked and immigration are conducting an
In the country distilcts one notices
dispirited women who
ending to tired-ou- t,
to confirm the purchase of the stock investigation. It is reported they a complete absence of excitement;
and bonds of the Oakdale & Western have
secured important evidence the people occupy their farm houses,
enff pt frnm female comdalnts or Irregularities. . In
railway ami of the Jasper & Eastern through labor agents representing the placed at Intervals of about a mile or
railway respectively. The latter road roads indirectly in the transactions, more apart, .and, except for the cattle
flammation and ulceration of the womb and ovaries tause fearful
is extended from Kirbyville, Texas, to and are satisfied they are aliens.
on the pastures, one sees very little,
bearing down pains which are aggravated by much standing on the
the Louisiana timber districts
In Great Britain we
of the farmers.
a
JUSTICE OF PEACE CAN
consume a lot of Dutch butter, but we
feet, and lifting necessary in house work.
REFUSE JURY TRIAL, are, afraid the British public, as well
CALIFORNIA FIRES WILL
J. It. Frickey, of Roswell, had been as the retailers and wholesalers, are.
REDUCE RAILWAY FREIGHTS.
But let no woman despair of relief from this torture. That famous
Although the citius fruit shipping aiH'su-.for the violation of a city unaware of the strides which the
reason is not fairly opened, refriger- ordinance tor selling real estate with Dutch people have taken, and are
tonic reconstructor of diseased or disordered female organism,
ators cars are becoming daily mure out a lisense, and when be was taken taking, with a view of placing tho
prominent on the railroads. Ixng belori' Justice of the Peace ltdiley he best posnihlo article upon our mar-- !
trains of them, particularly on tliu demanded that bis trial be by jury. ket. We desire, therefore, to say a
Santa Fe, are to be seen every day, The justice refused the demand of the word on the system of "butter conand one would come to the conclusion defendant, out of which refusal came trol" as conducted In Holland. Any'
that these are about the only cars the territory lit New .Mexico, ex rel, farmer or creamery can decide to
used on some- - of the divisions. The jJ. B. Frickey, - J. 11. Hailey, justice pome w ithin the purview of this eys-- !
has cured more than one million American Women, and It will curees
tiacK-achfact of the matter Is that the tremen- - of the peace. This case was taken be- - tetu. If hu does, then he not only ob- you. When monthly periods are painful or irregular, when
dous gsaln and dried fruit crop in fore Judge W. 11. Pope of the Fifth tains tho advantages it offers, but he
what is called the "valley," the Fresno judicial district court for (haves is also liable to very heavy penalties
and headaches drive out all ambition, Lydia E. Plnkham's
country, 'has caused the pressing into county, who decided that a justice of if he makes attempt by fraud to beneservice of every available box car, the peace could not be forced to grant fit himself, and by so doing to injure
Vegetable Compound will bring back health, strength, and happiness.
leaving the local divisions under the a trial by jury in minor city offenses. the system. So perfect is the system
necessity of using refrigerators as or- This Is of Importance, as ft can be of "butter control" that if tho farmer
It Cotve Me New Life twnd Vigor considerable
dinary box cars.
used by attorneys and city officials, in or creamery sends out adulterated
moving. I did
But, In spite of the fact that the time to come, says the Carlsbad
Dear Mas. Pinkham : Last spring, while we were
butter such butter can be traced dl-- i
the same time
more work than my strenEth permitted, and. having mental troutlo orareat. My nerv-T- us
crop has been unusually large in grain
rectly to the Individual farmer or
health broke down completely and I found myself unable to rest to take to my bed.
creamery which manufactured it, and
system became shattered n3 was pale and emaciated and had Compound, and.
then, of course, the penalties would
My later advised me to try Lydia E. Pinkham'. Vegetable
come into force.
So far, tho6
who
although I had no faith In patent medicines. 1 was so miserablo that I would
have leagued themselves together have
inducing appething for relief. I found that it made a complete change for the better,
kept faith with the government, under
tite and restful sleep and imparting new life and vigor to my entire and clear, ana my
whose auspices the system has been
I gained nearly fourteen pounds, my complexion looked fresh
established. Pall Mall Gazette.
hardly credit the
best friends were surprised and pleased at the change and could
Pro-gres-

Reliability
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ey Prodence

PIANO

V

artl-ficall-

Cui-cag-

n

i

semi-annu-

HouseWOrk

named below will
give a beautiful Price & Teeple Mahogany Piano, to the lodge, church,
school, club or other organization of
The merchants

Albuquerque that is voted and elect-e- d
the most popular. The contest la
now open, and closes on December W,
1905.

The piano la on exhibition at
It may be seen

the Globe store, where

free to evcent
erybody, with every twenty-fivbeing
provision
cash sale, the only
that when you need the good anyway, you trade with the merchant

by all.

One vote Is given

e

named below. A ballot box Is placed
at J. H. O'RIelly & Co's, drug store,
where all vote must be deposited. Be
sure and get your voting tickets.
List of Merchants Issuing Tickets.

d

Pioneer Bakery.
F. J. Hous

Bakery

Bicycles and Kodaks
ton.
Books and Stationery

O. A. Mat- -

Eon & Co.
Coal and Wood

Confectionery

W. H. Hahn.
C. P. Schutt.

-

Need Not
Wear Her Out
.

y

i

Dentistry

B. F. Copp. D. D. 8.

J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
Dry Goods The Globe Store.
Drugs

Mcllroy

Dye Worka

&

DeLeon.

Electric Supplies S. W. Electric
Construction Co.
Furniture J. D. Emmons.

&

Groceries The Jaffa Grocery Co.;
The Broad
The Highland Grocery;
way Grocery.
Albuquerque

Hardware

Hardware

Co.

Ilarness

Thomas F. Keleher.
Hay and Grain Clarkville Produce

Co.

j

l

LydiaLPintiham'sVegetablcCompound

1

FRIEND L Y
No Need

Use Mi

WARNING

to be Alarmed About Stomach Troubles if You
Guaranteed by J. II. O'Reilly & Co.

Shortness of breath, black spefJkg
before the eyes, furred tongue, dizziness, belching of gases or sour food,
weakness and debility are all signs of
catarrh of the stomach. There is'no
need to be unduly alarmed, for this
It
disease can be cured by Mi
is the only remedy that strikes at the
root of the evil and actually cures the
disease.

It does not contain opium in any
form, acids, alcohol, or any other
harmful drug of chemical. It is a pare

remedy that heals the irrltatiM mucous membiane, stimulates the solar
plexus, and aids digestion.
Ask J. II. O ltltlly & Co., to show
you the guarantee under which they
It costs but M cents a
sell
box, and your money is returned if
It does not help you.

Don't Borrow Trouble.
It is a bad habit to borrow anything,
but the worst thing you can possibly
borrow, is trouble. When sick, bore,
heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
by the
pains and poisons of dyspepsia, bilious
ness, Bright' disease, and Blmllar Intel nal disorders, don't sit down and
brood over your symptoms, but fly for
relief to Electric Bitters. Here you
will find sure and permanent forget
fulness of all your troubles, and your
body wilnot be burdened by a load of
debt disease. At all druggists. Price
50c. Gua. antecd.

It.
fact that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had accomplished

Honora Lillian henry.

1118 31st Ave., South, Seattle, Wash.

Director Seattle Dramatis Club.

Do not let disease make headway. Write at once to Mrs. Pint-haLynn. Mass. Her advice is free and will contain Information of
great value to you.
m,

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Cures Where Others Fail

J

Ice Crystal Ice Co., both phone3.
Jewelry H. E. Fox.
laundry Imperial Laundry Co.,
back of postoliico.
Liquors

Graham Bros.

Meats San Jose Market, 204 West
Railroad avenue.
Optician Bebber Optical Co.
Photographers
Studio.
Plumbing-Heatin-

g --

The

Standard

Moon-Kelehe-

r

Plumbing

&

Co.

Restaurant Zeiger'a Restaurant.
Tailor Wm. Glaesner.
Wall Paper and Paints The Bee
Hive, F. L. Pierce, 209 West Gold
Do You Want Strength T
If you want to increase your strength,
you must add to and not take from the
physical. In other words, the food
that you eat must be digested, asslm
Hated and appropriated by the nerves
blood and tissues before being ex
pelled from the Intestines. Kodol Dy

spepsia Cure adds to the physical. It
gives strength to and builds up
strength In the human system. It is
pleasant to the taste and palatable
and the only food combination of
that will digest tbe food and
enable the system to appropriate all of
qualiIts health, and strength-givinties. Sold by all druggists.
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the mines, about 50 cents a month for
kerosene oil, donated one day's work
a year to the miner's widow fund, paid
his union dues, and managed to exist
on what was left. He makes on an
average $2 a full day. He does not
do expert work. There are probably
three full days out of the week. "Lack
of cars" In other words, the operators' right to regulate the output Is
responsible for the time lost.
"Robbie's been working In the mines
since he was fen years old," his wife
announce: wi'h pride. "He's not like
thCFP fturlners that hns to be watched

1

V

A Miner and His Child.
PAID UP
BARELY
BACK RENTS FROM THE LAST
GLIMPSES OF A
STRIKE
"HOMF" IN THE MINE D' STRICT
T. ' E MINOF PENNSYLVNIA
ERS AND THE PUULIC A TRAGEDY.
HAVE

SOME

SHUDDER
AT TOE IBEA OF STRIKE
f ." .

.MISS

'

;.

:

N. PEACH

M.

Wholesale Grocers

Meat Market

FARTLON.

Smoke the WTjIte

fifmmMmmi&

JOE
,

113

Lily

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Cigar.

0

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

W. Railroad

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

HIGH

SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we tuar-ante- e
first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.

i'J

allowance from the union almost as
large as your husband's wages?"
t
It was a hrutal
thin to do, but I
put that question to
a. miner's wlf.: today
In Edwardville, and
which is Just across
i
the beautiful Susquehanna river
from
Wilkesharre.
expressed
a
It
shallow idea tinged
with resentment, one
frequently advanced by
well-fepersons In big cities when
they are out of patience with a strike
that affects their coal bins.
She looked up from the puny baby
she was nursing, "surprise anu pain
In her tired eyes.
. .y
$8,1 j ,
Uv
"Pray God theie won't be no strike,
miss. The likes o' you knows nothing
about such things." She spoke In a
oice full of dread, pressing the child
closer to her breast.
It was a desolate place to call
"home" two rooms, one down stairs
A MINER'S TENEMENT IN EDWARDS VILLE, PA.
and one up. The room In which we'
.
.
.1
.
wifj I..MI
kiiih .1
uiemseives or diows coal goes up. Then the public howls.sat answered the purpise of kitchen,
The life of this family is tvnieal
dining room and parlor. The room the mine up.
commissions are appointed and we get of the anUiracite coal field. The man
This is a double house on Rail a few cents more on the ton and go with white hair
upstairs waa the bedroom of the en
and '.'mine
tire family father, mother and three roml avt'nue. r "Cockroach avenue," iacK to work and the public gets at 42, has worked in oile mineasthma"
almost
aa 'U'" commonly known. It is oc- - coal at the usual price.
children.
all his lite, barring five months, when
"You forget that the men must pay'c"pied by 1wo families two rooms ea
"Then they forget us," he mused he was badly hint by a fall of rock.
who divl,,e ,he rent of
a m drearily, a hopeless look settling
their mont-- into the union all the
A Strike Memory.
time they're working, before they can ?, ' Most of lhem are Welsh or oi around his mouth, "and when it gets
"We had
lleRrent- - Thpy are honest, indu too bloomhV bad again, why, we ups in the last it easier than some folks
draw it out in strike benefits," said
strike," he told me. "We
men and women. and strikes."
the woman, reverting to my question Btr'oua
got $3. HO every two weeks from the
ww uaie to see a strike
Uttle Walter, the miner's eldest son, union you get help according
to the
"Then They Forget Us."
on. We've only iust eot our hark ront
was barefooted although the winds number of children you
have. And
Just then "Robbie" same hurrying are cold in eastern Pennsylvania
paid up for the last strike, and it's
in then, I had a friend in the state milliard to get along with the three chil- home from the colliery, covered with October and
his shabby suit of itia."
fine, black dust, limping because a cotton Jeans were much too small.
,
dren.
"Why, how could he help you?" I
mule had stepped on hia foot in the
The Miner's Home.
gasped.
A Miner's Expenses.
mines.
A brief prayer or thanks in Welsh
" he paused re"Well, you
She said rent was to be raised the
"The operators
give us fair was said after we sat down to an luctantlyandsee
then laughed.
first of next month. In addition to his play until they havewon't
to," he said, when oilcloth covered table. Supper con"When we had nothing to eat In
rent, $3.50 a month, I learned her hus- asked as to his Ideas on the situation.
band paid yearly $2.40 in school, road "They won't have to for a good long sisted of abread and butter, strong tea the house, I used to go to camp and
in
made
and bridge taxes. His water rent, one time, unless the public compels them and bacon. crock, some boiled potatoes my friend, who was an officer, always
There was a glass of milk asked me to stay to
hydrant, was 60 cents a month. He to in fact, the public don't-carThen I
a for the bay, and though plaln, there put half my dinner indinner.
my pocket for
paid $3 a month or the oil used In d
for the miner until the price of was food for all.
the wife here and the children."
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The
1621-163-

& CO.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

214 South Second

Street.

RANKIN & CO.

j

FUO.M

OUR WESTERN

NEIGHBOR

CONVICTED

0003000O0O0000near Gallup,
Suffered Ignominous Defeat.

0OO0O0O0omomo0O0O0
ll'uor

Wholesale

and Cigar Dealers

LOANS

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

The Willi ams Drug

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
-

J.

B. MacMANUS,

South First Street

602

Mgr.

G. B. WnXIAMS

Both Phones

A. E. WALKER,

and F. W. SCHM ALMAACK,

Co

Proprietor!.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

riRB

INSURANCE.

Topics

TOTI A GRADI
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
tweea stations, and hauline two him. and Cigars.- Place yout orders for
this line with us.
dred tons. In express service, a speed
NORTH THIRD STREET.
of from sixty to seventy miles an hour
can be maintained with a train weigh'
ing two hundred and fifty tuns. Kor The Fuehr Undertaking Company
heavier loads two or more locomotives can bo coupled together and opSuccessors to Edwards & Fuehr
erated from the front cab by one
307 West Railroad Avenue.

117 WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

-

OF RAPE
OF

I

waiter Trimble, formerly of Dun- nan i.uuiLitu hi ooiomonviiie
some years ago of rape, the victim be
ing his wife's daughter by a former
husband, and it was claimed that the

where cheap coal may
be had. In connection with the running of cars there will be a telephone
line operated. When this line is established Apache county will liave
connection with the outside world.
St. Johns Herald.

Unredeemed Diamonds

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. O Baldridge'a
yard.

rTerritorial

-

COLORADO

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

e

SOME ITEMS OF INTEREST

DENVER,

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies.
Toet
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price LlRt. Automatlo Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,

God-fearin-

Seventeenth Street,

9

MELIN I & EAKIN,

1

-

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

&

Ofotototoxxotototo

Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.

-

Hendrie

Re-tur-

can save you money on Diamonds. When you
huy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
house; that means you buv diamonds r)M
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
"''
investment, that's as good as government bonds. Diamonds Increase
in value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and Increase
your prestige. You are cordially invited to call and Inspect
mr
beautiful line of gems at prices Jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
What I offer at retail.
ROSENflELO, The Pawnbroker.
The Man You Can Trust
11S9 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Hailroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
I

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.

ra

ri

1

F. C. PRATT

BOILERS

Internally Fired Marine Typ Boiler.
Water- - Tube Safety, and
n
Tubular Boilers. Send ua your
Specifications for Quotations.

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
W9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Established In 18S2

TO

PRESSUSE

Cahll

Thos. F. Kelehcr
PAINTS,

P.'

ERS

L

We are prepared to furnish, on short notice, all sorts of

PIONEER BAKERY

i'....

1

Arenu.

Partlen.

Oct. IS. "What
difference dot's It nia'e to j ;u wetter
there's a strike or not? You zot an

EJwa..svHl

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

The accompanying article is the
THIRD STREET
first of a set lea written by Miss Jessie
I'artlnn from the liard coal fields of
Pennsylvania, where a great strike is
threatened within a few months. These
of Fresh and Salt Meat.
stories come from the cabins whefo All Kinds
Steam Sausage Factory.
the wives and children sit in gloomy
EMI8 KLEINWORT,
foreboding, their hearts crying out.
Masonic Building. North Third Street
may
not strike.
that this great blow
Miss ration reported the former
B. A. SLEY8TER
strike anil knows Just where to go to
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE)
secure the material for her letters.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

"

SEVEN.

& CO.

Automatic 'phone, 835. Office, 208H
West Gold ATenue.

.

3y Jess:
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A charivari
party sintered an ig
nominous defeat on Chase Creek last
evening. Although they fired off revolvers, rattled tin cans' and rang
mother assisted in the ciime. There
cow bells for over an hour, the groom
was. always a suspicion that the story
was not straight. Judge Doan and the
80th 'Phones.
didn't come out and bribe them to
Day or Night
stop. They were about to start in
district attorney have bpen inveati. NOTED NOVELIST OUT
again, when the neighbors interfered Jumped the Track.
gating the matter, and on their rec- ON A JUNKET.
and drove them away. Let us hope
While Coronado passenger engine """nendatlon Governor Kibbey has
Garrett, United States coilector
'at
REDUCED PRICES
a precedent has been established.
was coming down backwards to this 1'aruonea lrimble, who nad been sen-citr cusioma at
an,! sheriff of
On Dental Work.
Plates. 18.00!
Clifton Herald.
Sunday afterncxm, the tender fenced to the penitentiary for life.
. ,.
w..i,u(j,
1IUIU
huh
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, J1.00
. .
.1
Iilmii.w!
tha
18ti0 to 1SS2, when it embraced Eddy,
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
OOK
Charley Wu, a
cook, scales twitch, Engineer Kid Kline and
Chinese
Chaves
Roosevelt counties, and
50c. All guaranteed.
BUT STILL ALIVE. Emerson and
breathed his last in Chinatown yes- nis fireman biavely. clung to their
Hough,
Misauthor
"The
terday afternoon. The funeral was posts, although at one time it seemed a Mrs. Wyatt, wife of an employe ot sissippi Bubble," "Heart's ofDesire,"
etc.,
gambling hall at Tucumcari, took
held in the Chinese Joss house.
that the engine would toppje over an
arrived at Roswell from tho Mesca-lerthe weird ceremonies there, embankment on the other s'ide. Kline chloroform Thursday in an effort to
Apache
Indian
reservation and
suicide, says the Times. How- are taking a
the remains were laid to rest at a stopped her In two rails' length. The commit
lecreation trip overland
local cemetery, the route being strewn jar was hardly felt by the passengers. ever, she was foiled in the attempt, to many part of the territory. They
with papers having holes in them The wrecking train soon arrived and as it was discovered In time, and Dr. will also leave for Fort Sunnier, where
was summoned, who saved her
and a number of cooked edibles being had the tender on the track. In the Russell
Garrett shot and killed "Uilly the Kid,"
B. P. COPP, D. D. S.
placed on the grave. The latter is meantime the passengers walked to life. It is reported that domestic in 1881.
troubles
seem
to
have
been
the cause
for the good spirit to have who has to the city. Clifton Herald.
Room 17. N. T. Armijo building.
for the attempt to end her life.
go through all the holes in the papers
HOW COFFEE WAS FOUND.
before he can get to the grave. I'hoe-ai- Narrow Escape from Accident.
When you drink your next cup of
NEWSPAPER
OF
AGE
Deputy Sheriff Bennett had a narGazette.
IS FOUND AT AZTEC. coffee return thanks ti Hadji Omar.
row escape from a serious accident a
It was he who discovered the divme
While
a mirror in an old berry
removing
few days ago, at Fairbank. He started
Failed to Find Any Trace.
in 1285, 020 years ago.
show
ease,
Waring,
Ted
JewHe was dying of hunger in the wildEd. Grinilell, brother of Professor to head a horse for some boys, and. in eler, found a piece of Aztec's
newserness, when, finding
Tom Grindell, who, with a party of riding through the weeds at a full paper, three columns widefaded
small
John W. Abbott, Prop.
and the round lurries, he tried tosome them,'
friends, has mysteriously disappeared run, ran upon an old well. The horse length of the ave age newspaper.
eit
Its
by
tried
to
clear
jumping.
but
well
the
they
from the earth while attempting to
wire bitter. He tried roast-Heading, says the Index, is "Common- ing
Only th Bait
them, and these he tinally steeped
reach the Tlburon Island last June, but only managed to get its front feet
i:i
"
some
is back from his hunt for traces of on the other side, throwing Hennet t r T"" '.''
W'1'?held in the iiollow of
water
?'
i
18n4."
An American Hair is his hand,
He held on to the bridle rein,
his brother and friends. Ed and his otr.
and iouiiii the decoctaiiou as' Meals, Butter and Eggs
at the head of one column, and the relershing
party went as far as Port Libertad, and by his efforts assisted .tie animal presidential
as if he i.ud partaken el
presticket follows: "For
fo'.d.
but failed to find any trace of the to sc amble out. He was briilseil con109 North Second St.
Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois; solid
He hurried bar k to Mm na. from
missing party, who, it is thmiirht. siderably, ami the horse was badly cut ident.
vice president, Andiew Johnson, which Ik
for
in
number
ii
ulaccs.
of
Tombstone
had
have perished on the desert south of
vn banished, and. inof Tennessee."
War new covers the ooig me
men to partal.e ot Ins
CalHKca. Mr. (irindell has placed the Prospector.
on one side and adver- discovery,
columns
three
ofiiiej
matter in the hands of the Mexican
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ele sit well p!ea.-ctisements on the oilier. The south- wnii it
ficials, who. it is hoped, will solve the RAILROAD NEWS TAKEN
they
that
him a saint.
made
expresses
ern
pti
SALE FEED AND TRANS- alarm
General
at
FROM
RATON
RANGE.
if
The
Miry is told ihat ii fee was
niysury ami learn the fate of the
KEK STABLES
movements,
Grant's
a
and
of
new
The
ioas
the
Santa
turntable
at
Fe
oilm-eint
We.-missing Americans. Nogaks Vidette.
into the
t Indies In Horses and Mules bought
and exMini. s bas bet n equipped witli an air Coppeihead northern papers Is print17l':i. by Chirac, a French physician,
changed.
liy tins equipment the la ye ed. Tue Overland Stai;e company
who gave a Norman gentleman named
Making Preliminary Survey.
stages
ni'.ST
to California and the
'.'en type of engines can lie turned very
IS THE CITY
Clioiix. a captain ot inlaiili-yon! SecondTURNOUTS
Jud-.'The railroad is built to Grin-iill- , I'e
street, between Hailroad and
A. I.. I'ratt informs tbi of- je.isily, one man operating the entrine. ca.
r.s
a sm.:le plant,
to .M,,i-aj
Iowa.
(ieoii,'e
Tritcb, hardware;
Copper avenues.
fire ihat a party of surveyors are Heretofore, it took ten to fifteen men
He Cl
in affection tur bis.
t:i. with
the Western Stage company, Wilder, eoM'ee plant,
imtlviu
a preliminary survey of a to turn on" of these larne eimines.
divide,
of!
his
portion
H
Jiueks
Co..
commission; Stehliins
route for a power line connecting Gal:
S. W. Mulliiiix. the new inas'er me- ater with it, an siiei'i eib d in bringPorter, wholesale g.ocers;
Inn. X. M with Clifton. A izona. The cnanic at the Santa Ke shoes, arrived
Clark :'g it l J
aithonga weak,
A:
Dyer,
survey cuts through the ranch known i and w
auctioneers; (iibson (i lie noi in a InM.i:'tiiiiiue,
Movin
trl the position recently
Drayin'
lnic.ss condition.
as
Ad ley ranch, now tho property, vacant by
the resignation of E. P. lany. Colorado Mining agency; ('has.
!:
There
planted
it in his garden,
Kaltonbum,
tinshop. and other a lvtr proiect. d it with a fence
of Mr. Pratt,
near the Kscudiila Harney Mr. Mullinlx has be. ii with
FREIGHTS
of limnis. and
luountair. and continues north by, the Simla Fe at Pmshurp. Kan.. in tisetiients appear In the paper, some of wan bed it daily until the
end of
yet
them
d.iing business in Denver.
way of Tie I. a P:!as ram li. east of jibe name capacity he tills lore.
You
us once, you'll
have
when
he gallo n d itn pounds of
St. Johns. It j the intention of the
Tne sintial
of the Santa
cofiie,
i bip
winch
among
nisi
he
again.
call
Prices right;
CHANGE
OF
MOTIVE
POWER
parties iutert-.-td in this undertaking
yards is
replaced l a new
Mili:i!iiilii'ints of tht; i.s, 'id. ti be
ON NEW HAVEN ROAD.
there ain't no gougln'.
to Generate t tit electric power at ortem.
I'laiili-by
thi'in.
Preparations are being made by the
From .Mum iniiiuc, (offd
roes iu
X.
York,
4- Xew Hivi-Hartford
Ey the Albuquerque Transfer Men
scut to S.iiuii lllllllillKO,
railroad for changing the unlive t'lin
fiiiailalunjn'
and oilier nci;. boring is-power on all or some of its lines from
BE
OF YOUR
steam in electricity.
An order for lands.
Hadji (iii.n'.s namo sh'
xrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxnx
be i
tweiityfive electric locomotives has
bfiii'-I- t
neen placed Willi the West inghouse rolli'd anion-- ; llmne of ii,.
ti
bhoul I
Electric and Machine onipan, by the luciors of tiic ii in a ii rat-f!!
your thing for you. really why she was doing it.
who dihYes'ni.
$25 California $25
railt'.ad company. Th, so locomotives lank besid,- that of
biibliini tohari.-or. at any g
She no ant me to (eiuee in it she will lie drivi n by an alternating curKe enty-t'v
Yt s in, I
a dozen.
o
,.
rate,
illttui!iee,
ilize d so- H
it i,u
Second Class Colonist Rates
need the money. Of t'ourn', I rent, single phase, which is said t )
thai's kind f high. Im' you'll didn't
knew she did m od it.
be the most economical applicaiion fifty.
find I'll do 'eiu uii e. Oil. Hi "iii I don't
mo
il chif
y not hnowii,
The washwomau's way was the best. of electrical power yet made. Each
but hu ili.j rven bib ul
mind car. y ing i ha sizi'd bundle. Work She did In r work Well .took a plide locomotive is to weign sevt
Sept, 15 to Oct. 31
I
tn iudept
in it, ami ir.uliled herself not at all tons and is to
ain't no disnrace.
juippod with four
RAILROAD
TICKETS.
am." And. smili its anl nodding, a as to whether people thought she was motor-- , each of four hundred horse
Cut Rates.
getting levated.
Woman wont cheertully m her w ay.
poer. making a total of sixteen bunh Stopovers allowed In CaliFor
rates
reduced
to a;. from a!! M
Wiiai a line cxanip'
All the same she WAS getting ele- dle te rse power for each locomotive.
made of
fornia. For particulars, call
po
points,
to
1'aulserfn .?.soclatlin
(elf leliaiiee, c. urate, ability.
vated. "There's a dignity in honest This is about six hundred horse, power
on any agent.
The other day i met a shop girl toil." It Is nothing to apologize for. greater than that of s'eam locomotives Uallroad ticket olllce. Itaiload tickers IB
liought, sold aud exchanged.
M
who spent something like half an hour Poets and
II. S. LUTZ,
tut mill have sung this in in present use.
explaining that the store was a fine our ears, but many of us do mi: heed
J. J. DYUXE,
Agent.
Th,. motors will be able to maintain
(iold aveuuo for
Call
at
West
IM
(J. I. A., Ix8 Angeles, Cal.
place to study human nature had an or hear.
a speed of twenty-fivmiles an hour einbroldeiy materials of all kinds.
esthetic value. Heing a saleswoman
The woman who IS a lady, don't in local service, reaching a maximum Orders taken for ham) made Christwas most elevating, and that was have to spend her lime telling you so. speed of forty-fivmiles an hour be- - mas gifts, ytaniiiing dune.
LXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXZXXX

WE GRIND OUR

OWN

LENSES

For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescrlbej

by us.

j

tfl,

j

j

.,.-.i-

.

V.

BEBBER

OPTICAL CO.

11B Gold Ave.

: I

0-

Member of Board of Optometry Examiners.

-..
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Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on our laundry workT Try it and see how durable It Is.
Notice how long it keeps it finish. We (urn out linen, white as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

i

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

City Market

00'0'0'00'0

-

0

0

Two Daily Trains Each Way
lt;J
":r via

0
0

0

El

Paso and Southwestern System

0

'

'

-s

"Red Wagons'

.

0

0

Rock Island System

0

'

Between

-

0

j

i

I

-

ar,

j

t

i

'

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest

0

Standard and Tourist Sleepers.
Chair Cars and Coaches.

0

0

0

.

'

Pining Cars

meals

a

la carte.

I

WIDE

wi-ii- '

DON'T

ASHAMED

J

JOB

-

I

0
0

-

i

0

THROUGH

WITHOU

I

CHANGE.

The hortept, quickest and best line between the Great Lakes,
the .Misbibaipid Valley aud t!it" l'a iiic Coast.

0

(JARNETT KINO.

0

V. R. STILES.
Gen. Passenger Agt.

(Jen. Agt.

-

(l:sf-.ner- i

,

0

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.

v

EL PASO, TEXAS.

0

0

iity-eigi-

I

mb-tit-

WE FILL

1

I

I

e

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

NEXT

5.

R.UPPK

TO BANK OF

COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

ALHUOUKHOUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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LOCAli AND

ii

PKWSOXAL
3l4

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STYLE
FIT

Qualify
PRICE

theJ
last nn1 all the time,
prominent feaiuro In our
y
liavc
tho snap and finish ur
slnfjfc
your feet attractive iirnl
you out ns being will dressed.
Our slmrs are built to fit. snug nrojind
the heel, to prevent slipping; cl fO
over the Instep and under' tho
the
ankle to properly support and
toot; room enough for the toesfto feel
comfortable. No breaking In sequlred.
Kasy trom t.'ie start tin tney Are worn
First,
most
They
make

:

fit-ti-

it

out.
Only the

lest materials and work
manship go Into our shot!, as withthese,
out
the best flttlnz and most
stylish shoo would lose ifa shape In
no time. Our shoes wear. well and
hold their shape.
j '
Is Invariably the lowst consistent
with reliability. We fiefer doing a
lame business on a mall margin to
doing a small business on a large
margin of profit.
Our Men's Shoes run from.
$1.65 to $4.00
Our Ladles' Shori run from,
$1.35 to $4.00
Our Boys' and G.fls' Shoes run from,
$1,00 to $2.75

ooocooooooooo

FAIL IN CANNED GOODS.
Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, ve
must get rid of our canned stock fine
as It Is and our reduced prices will
make them move In a hurry. Mark
you: they're just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up If you want any.
A

rmmm
Mm

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

coooooooooooo
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The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

piano.

But

THE GENUINE JCHICKERIttG
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, Is admitted to be
he standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

THE WIIITSON" MUSIC CO.
114
SOUTH SECOND STREET.

n

Fair and warmer tonight; Thursday
rain and snow and colder.
The regular dance at the C'omnirr-cia-l
chili' will be held Friday night.
Mrs. W. W. Strong returned la't
night from a short visit to friends In
Santa Fe.
Lou Si'hoenecKcr, of the White Elephant, Is still confined to bis room
witli tonsl.itis.
Mrs. O. C. Watson, of Santa Fe, Is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Thomas
Hughes, of this city.
Dr. T. A. Dalmey, of Artcsla, accompanied by bis wife, is spending a few
days In the metropolis.
Mrs. II. 11. Thomas and Miss Bessie
Thomas have returned from an extended visit to relatives In the east.
a
Insurance Commissioner Tedro
was In the city today from the
territorial capital attending to official
business .
Mrs. J. C. Ford, of South Third
street, Is expected home this evening
from an extended visit to relatives In
Kansas City.
Assessor G. F. Albright has returned from a week's outing on the upper
Pecos. He reports game plentiful,
which makes hunting good.
Attorney A. H. Harllee, of Silver
City, Is among the out of town Masons In attendance upon the meeting
of the Grand Chapter.
H. E. Fox, the Jeweler, expects to
leave for Chicago tomorrow night,
where be will select a large stock of
goods for the holiday trade.
utility
Dr. F, O. Keyes, general
man at the Santa Fe offices In la
lunta, Is in the city on business. He
will remain here a few days.
W. A. Skinner, the United Sattes
sheep inspector, with headquarters in
this city, has returned from Estancla,
where he Inspected several thousand
sheep.
A. F. Spiegelberg, a prominent Mason of Santa Fe, is in the city In at
tendance upon tho annual meeting of
the Grand Chapter. Mr Spiegelberg
is returning home from a trip to MexPg-re-

ico.

"Albuquerque lodge

No. 401,

rtenevo-ien-

t

and Protective Order of Elks,
Is making preparations for an elaborate smoker to be given on the evening of October 24 at Elks hall.
The Farmlngton Times says: J. C.
Kutzner, of the Albuquerque Transfer
company, came in Saturday, driving
over from that city In a light wagon.
He Is here looking up the advisability
of putting in a branch line.
Miss Lela Armijo, who was confined several months at the Sisters' hospital with typhoid ' fever, has recovered sufficiently as to be moved to the
home of her sister, Mrs. T. S. Hub-belof West Railroad avenue.
There will be a special meeting of
Adah Chapter No. 5, O. E. S., this evening at the Eiks' ball. An official
visit by tho grand matron. All members of the floral team be present. By
order of the worthy matron. Laura
Fluke, secretary.
Major Ernest Meyers, of the Ernest
Meyers & Co. wholesale liquor establishment, returned yesterday from a
business trip to Arizona. He says the
merchants of the sister territory were
never more prosperous than they are
at present.
The Woodmen of the World will
hold an open meeting at their hall In
the Elks building on Friday evening,
October 20, iao5.
Some brilliant
speakers will address the meeting
and good music will be In attendance.
Everybody Invited. Admission free.
Mrs. Walter Chlsum, of Roswell;
Mrs. Bolton, of Carlsbad, and Mrs. L.
C. Klasner, all from the Pecos valley
couutry, are here to attend the Grand
Chapter of the Order of the Eastern
Star. Mrs. Chlsum is the grand worthy matron, and Mrs. Bolton the grand
conductress.
H. V. IXKimiB, one of the best deputy United States marshals New Mexico ever bad, and formerly located at
Santa Fe, accompanied by his wife,
arrived in the city this morning from
the south and will spend several days
here. Mr. Loomls is now Interested
in mining In Mexico.
Superintendent C. J. Crandall, of
the Santa Fe Indian school, returned
to the Ancient City this mornfng after having been in the city since last
Friday attending A. F. & A. M. meetings.
Mr. Crandell said that the
grand lodge sessions had been vry
pleasant to say tne least.
The building committee of the Pres
byterian church would like any per
son who desires to place a window in
the new church to call at Sturges' ho
tel. where Mr. Wagner will show sam- pies and give prices. Mr. Wagner will
l,

Sash, Doors,

Lttmbeg,

Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkpte
'Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly; Filled.
ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

THIS IS THE TIME

OF YEAR
HAVE OCCASIONAL
OF XMAS.
BY
1 THE
RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR 8TUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE

Y0U
Z2tT.
THOUGHT8

0
0
Q

NOV-EMBE- R

VAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:

ANNOUNCEMENT

FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE WILL GIVE
ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLAT-INU-

CABINET FOLDER PHOT08.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAK-

ERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

ooi

DIAMONDS
WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders rerelve special attention.

ETC.

be at the hotel any time this afternoon or evening and possibly tomorrow morning.
Engineer F.. II. Hryant, of tlw Sanbadly scalded by the
ta Fc, who
quadrant Ixilt ;;.. ina out of his engine near Isii i "i Monday, was remi pa ny hospital to
moved from tin'
his home, 412 Sn'itli Third street, today. Mr. ltra:it in recovering rapidhis run
ly and wiii l,r .u li to
in a few days.
The cheiiils':, da- - from the high
school visited he Ciystal Ice company's plant t.iniy under the leaderThe
ship of Pn'nni'il J. V Mil.er.
workings of the plant were fully explained by Mammer Schreiber. The
class went away assured that none
hut pure ice - manufactured ly the
Crystal company's process.
Virginia
Mainard, recently a
I"
nurse In the ty and county hospital
at Denver, t'"."., has been appointed
a nurse in l'ie Alliuqiicrquo Indian
school at a sa.nry of $iiuo a year. The
appointment
made through the
civil service. Miss Bainard passing
the examlnnti' n with a high average.
Her home Is at Mount Carroll, III.
Stowe's cell .rated concert band, under the direction of Edward
will give a grand musical concert on tho streets at noon tomorrow.
The band Is with the great scenic
production of "Ten Nights in a Barroom, which will appear at the opera
house tomorrow evening. Reserved
seats on sale at O. A. Matson & Co.'s.
The Lew Wallace chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution will hold a charter meeting on
Friday evening at the homo of Mrs.
B. S. Rodey. .Tudiit Abbott will give
an address of welcome and Mrs. L.
Bradford Prince, of Santa Fe, will
present the charter. Mrs. Prince
arrive In the city tomorrow evening.
The handsome residence Roy McDonald Is erecting will probably be
ready for occupancy about November
1.
It will bo a five room brick resid
ence, with all the modern improvements and the contractors are trying
to make it one of the nicest homes for
young people in the city. It will be
located on Pionia avenue between
Fifth and Sixth streets.
Starr, French and Randall, formerly of the Browns; Edmonds, of Las
Vegas, and Loring, of Fort Bliss, are
playing with the El Paso Colts on
their Arizona trip. Starr pitched last
Saturday In Tucson and lost his game
by a score of 5 to 4. He struck out
fourteen and allowed but seven hits.
Wilfle, for Tucson, struck out five
and was hit thirteen times. French
played second and Handall short.
Charles H. Sporleder, O. L. Gregory, "Cy" Boucher, Mr. and Mrs. K.
L. Browne and Mrs. J. B. Reed, all
prominent Masonic lodge people of
l.as Vegas, are in the city to attend
the meetings of the Grand Chapter,
Grand Conimandery and the Eastern
Star They will remain here several
days ,and tho local .Masons will see to
are pleasantly entertainIt that-theed while in the territorial metropolis.
Luther E. Neywrick, aged 28 years,
of Sabln county, Kansas, died last
night at his rooms in the Highlands
of tuberculosis.
The deceased came
to Albuqueniue a month ago In
search of health accompanied by his
brother, John C. Neywrick. The remains have been prepared for shipment by O. W. Strong's Sons and will
be taken- bark to the family home for
burial tonight by the bereaved brother. The deceased bad been a rural
delivery mail carrier in his home
county.
Hay-wort-

i

AVENUE.

EVERITT

JDINO

JEWraJ5

FOR

BERNALILLO COUNTY
BONDS.

The county commissioner! of the
county of Bernalillo, in the territory
of New Mexico, In the exorcise of the
option given by law, hereby give notice that the funding bonds dated July
1, 1Si5, Issued In two series, known
as A and B, respectively, consisting
of 102 bonds of $500 each, numbered
1 to 102 both Inclusive, of series A,
and 13!) bonds of $100 each, numbered
1 to 139, both Inclusive, of series B,
which are payable at the option of
said commissioners ten years after
the date thereof, must be presenfed
for payment at the Chemical National
hank in the city of New York, or at
the office of N.
Harris ft company,
In the city of Chicago, 111., on or before the 15th day of November, 1905,
and that interest thereon will cease
after said date.
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELTJ.
Chairman.
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking skirts.
1.
New Tailor Shop.
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
has reopened a tailor ehop on North
First street, where he Is ready to
clean, press and repair ladles' and
cents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers

i

122 South

$12.50

Second Street E. L. WASHBURN CO.

SIMON STERN

1

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

,

Packing,1

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

WHITNEY COMPANY
113 - 115 - 117 South

Pint Strtet

MERCHANTS
The

only Short Order Lunch
Room in theCity. Fine Coffee

aspeoaity.

one.

Subscribe for Th
the news.

2 6 S. Second St.
1

r
E

MADE PICCALILLI
AND
SARATOGA CHIPS,

1

rTTTTTTTTT

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furniture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of "Walton'g drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.

B. J.

.

ii

i)innr

GUSSARQFFJJyiglgsis

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE NEWS
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WM. M'INTOSH.

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
For everybody

who wants to make a

clean-cu- t

stroke,

We carry many

different sizes and styles to select from. Try a WUsi

QUICK

QUICK

Or between meals, any time, In
fact, one of our "La Plata Eagles" Is a delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most critical smoker. This Is only one
of the many good things In our
stock of choice cigars. We mention a few others to show you
our values:
Don Fiorlo, 3 for
25o
Don Recardo, 2 for
25o
High Life
6
Dependable, Bo Little Sultano, 6o
M.

IIS West

POST

Now is the Time

ss

5

DINNER

HARDWARE

WIIOL.KSAL1K

TjTS

Mil

AT
ZEIGER'S CAFE.

See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
Clttzen and get store, then ask for those $3.50 walking Eklrts.

CHAS. F. MYERS.

North FWt Stwrt

AFTER

HOME

Just

The Ladies' Aid society of the Congregational church will hold a rummage sale at Shufflebarger's old stand
about October 28. The church parlors
will be open all day Thursday, October 19, to receive articles from any-

401-4- 03

4i

If you want the 1est liquid bluing
made, ask for Reber's. Kept at the
Spot Cash store, 10 cents per pint.

received a fresh supply of
Edgeworth plug cut smoking. Henry
Westerfeld, 207 Railroad avenue.

Jt

C

IM

"

MEAL RANGES.

MIAL

WICK MEAL

Mf AL

iCK SUM.

Ctwui

Agents for

$30

110 West
Gold Avenue

LOWEST PRICES

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

.

QUICK

to

CORRECT STYLES
PERFECT STORE ORGANIZATION

Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sampl9 Rooms

GOVERNMENT EXPERTS SAY
oysters contain
that unadulterated
greater "food value" than almost any
other article of food. We don't know
so much about the "food value" but
we know that
SEALSHIPT OYSTERS
are unadulterated and that they taste
pood and that people always like
them.
To be had only at

Stein-Bloc- h

Overcoats,

NEWEST GOODS

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

HOT IILAST HEATERS.

which can be found only on
Overcoats, prevents the fashionable, snug
fitting collar from crocking the white linen
collar beneath it. Can you imagine an
improvement to overcoats that could be
any more welcome to wearers than this?

COMPLETE STOCKS

I

PLUMBING

AT LOWEST PRICES.

Collar.

Answer

GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S

To got your Stove Work done before the rush. Quick Meal, John
& Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home
and Perfection Home Base
burners; Mountain Oak and G eat Western Heaters. The most complete line In the city,

--

all the good features that
could be desired In a perfect clothing
store are added together
What Is the sum?

Every woman wants a fine evening
coat, but the price has always been
too high for the greater majority. Not
so now, for If you will attend the sale
of fine coats at the Golden Rule Dry
Goods company, you will find them
pticed within the reach of all. See
window display.

Van

STEIN BLOCH
14 smant Clotties Jl

Question-wh- en

-

lluy a pair of our Overgaiters and
wear your low shoes with comfort
during fall. We have them in seven
lengths, for men and
and
women. I'rices from 35c to 7rc. C.
May's shoo store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

The
PROTEK

18, 1905.

y

ten-butto- n

RAILROAD

CALL

WEDNESDAY, OCT.

Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
Winchester

vW
No. 215

fir
West Railroad Avenue

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico

